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HISTORICALSOCITEY

COLDER weather and
probable snow is the
weather prediction for
.tonight and Saturday,

HOW much do you as
or President Huerta?
for an. account owed
you by General Villa

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED
VOL. XXXV.

NO.

32.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

SENATE PASSES THE
BILL

WITHOUT A

FOLLOWING

PRE63 LEASED

CURRENCY
BOLL

FAVORS LA FOLLETTE BILL
Washington, Dec. 19. Thomas Conway of Buffalo, secetary of the Marine
Firemen, Oilers and Watertenders
Union of the Great Lakes, defended
the La Follette seamen's bill today
before the house merchant marine
committee.; He told of hardships ol
firemen compelled to come on deck
from stifling boiler rooms to do deckhand work in cold weather. Such a
system of double duty, he declared, THEY OFFER
was a menace to the health of
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Measure Is Expected to Create a Monetary
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Fall
Temperature
At noon the fall ofjyiow continued
heavy. The weather bureau predicts
a drop of 8 to 10 degrees in temperature tonight Last night the lowest
was 8 degrees above zero. The heaviest snowfall was reported from points
in northeastern Colorado and Wyoming. Two inches was the report from
Fort Collins at noon, and a like fall
at Loveland.
Boulder reported more than three
Inches. There had been no precipitation at Central City up to 9:30 o'clock
this morning. Cool, clear weather
was reported from Trinidad with no

At a regular meeting of Chapman
lodge No. 2, A. P. & A. M., last night
G. M. Cary, manager of the Las Vegas
exchange of the Moulntain States
Telegraph and Telephone company,
was elected worshipful master. Mr.
Cary Is popular with the Masons and
his selection to fill the honored posi- snow.

tion Is highly satisfactory to the craft.
The other officers elected for the
ensuing year are: A. M. Staley, senior VILSON LOOKING FOR
warden; H. W. Clark, junior warden;
R. M. Ross, treasurer; H. S. Van Pet-teTOE BRAINIEST
seorfetary; H. R. McKee, senior
deacon;" !!. Wenger, Junior deacon;
Rev. J. B. Moore, chaplain; N. O. HerPRESIDENT
WILL
DISREGARD
man, tyler.
POLITICS. (IN FEDERAL REThe installation will take place on
SERVE BOARD
December 27 when a big banquet will
be given. The Installation and ban19. President
Washington, Dec.
quet will occur In the ledge rooms in
Wilson
to
came
his
office
the Masonic temple.
s
,
today for
.
the first time since ho was taken ill
more than a,, week ago. He told friends
!
mat no, felt practically as well as
ever, and worked on a mass of ac
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS.
cumulated correspondence after he
met the cabinet. The president has
been thinking for weeks about the
Washington, Dec. 19. Senate: Met personnel of the federal reserve board
at 10 a, m.
created by the currency bill, and while
Continued debate on currency bill, he has not fixed on
any individuals,
with the expectation of passing it be- he is
trying to get the biggest possifore adjournment tonight
ble for the places, regardless of their
Senator Chamberlain introduced a political affiliations.
bill to prevent discrimination against
the uniform of the United states and
EBBETTS AFTER TINKER
prohibit its misuse.
New York, pec. 19. Charles E.
House:' ' Met .at nooii.
president of the Brooklyn baseRepresentative Chandler of New ball club, left for Cincinnati today to
York addressed the foreign affairs close the deal for Joe Tinker.
committee on the treatment of Jews
carried with him a check for
in Roumania.
$15,000 the purchase price less the
mulctary conmnuee neara argu $10,000 bonus for Tinker, which the
ments on bill for an interstate trade Brooklyn club maintains it is entitled
commission.
to hold until tha player signs a conRoad committee appointed subcom- tract with Brooklyn.
mittee of five members to agree on
a general good roads bill.
WILSON SIGNS BILL
1 9.
Secretary Garrison endorsed before
President
Washington, Dec.
the military committee a bill to- pro- Wilfion today signed: the Hetch
hibit discrimination against army, Hetcby bill granting a puWio water
navy and marine uniforms.
supply to san Francisco. He accomA constitutional amendment for six- - panied his signature with a statement
year terms for representatives In con declaring that he believed the public
gress, subject to the recall, proposed needs of the region concerned were
in a bill by Representative Kent of served by the bill without impairing
California- the usefulness of the public domain.

IN

Eb-bet- ts

-

WILL

COMMAND OF

SENSATION IS EXPECTED
Toms River, N. J., Dec. 19. Interest
PHYSICIAN SAYs THE MAN WEPT irt the
Moriarty murder trial increasOjinaga, Mex Dec. 19. General SalWHEN HE SAW ANNA AUMUL-LER'ed today as the time approached for vador, Mercado, commander of the fedthe defense to reveal its theory. The eral army, will be removed from office
HANDKERCHIEF
fact that the prisoner, Joseph
within a few daya and'his place will
alias William J. Leehan, has betaken by General Pascual Orozco,
A
SACRIFICE
OF
LOVE the aid of a prominent Lakewood fam- according to reliable information reily supported the rumor that the at- ceived today. Mercado'g evacuation
retained by his wealthy ba?k-ei- s of Chihuahua without waiting for a
torneys
THOSE
WERE THE TERMS
would prcEent some unexpected rebel attack Is given as the cause for
USED IN DESCRIBING
evident - to prove that he had no part his removal.
GIRL'S' MURDER
in the killing of Mrs. Caroline Turner.
Within three days the federal army
will leave Ojinaga and advance against
LAS VEGAS GIRL HAD
the rebels in Chihuahua, according to
New york, Dec, 20. The first med
ical witness for the .defense in the ANOTHER SNOW STORM federal officers.
Enough provisions
for an extended campaign will have
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE trial of Hans Schmidt for the murder
of Anna Aumullcr was called to the
COVERING UP DENVER been obtained by them when the destand today. He is Dr. Perry Lochten-stein- ,
parture from here takes place. FedMISS HENRIQUEZ AND DENVER
eral scouts who patroled the country
of
Tombs
physical
prison. Two
CHUM WERE CAUGHT IN THE
other doctors, who, it was said, would RAILWAYS ARE APPREHENSIVE for miles around found few rebels in
DENVER BLIZZARD
this vicinity.
.
OF MORE DELAYS TO TRAFtestify in Schmidt's behalf without pay
and because they believe him to be inCLEAR
AT
TRINIDAD
FIC;
Miss Rebecca Henriquez has resane, were among the witnesses waitZapata Nearly Caught
turned from Denver where she has
Mexico City, Dec. 19. The federal
ing to be called.
Dec. 19. Snow began fallDenver,
been visiting for the past few weeks,
Dr. Lochtenstein
testified
that ing here at 2:30 o'clock this morning troops just missed capturing Emiliano
and where she had the novel exportSchmidt had talked freely with him and at 9:30 o'clock a mantle of one Zapata, the rebel leader, last night at
er Va of beii
snowbound for two about the murder.
and one-hal- f
Schmidt had
inches covered what re- Nenapera ranch, in the federal dis
(lays.
it, the doctor said, as a sacri- mained of the' record snowfall of two trict about 15 miles south of Mexico
Miss Henriquez and the friend
fice of love and devotion.
The pris weeks ago. The United States weather City. Zapata established his temporwhom she was visiting were caught
oner had shown no emotion in the bureau predictions were for snow this ary headquarters at Nenapera ranch
in the Bnow about seven blocks from
Tombs, except on one occasion. This afternoon and tonrght with clear during his recent attack on the gov
home.
Luckily they were stopped was when the
ernment forces.
phician called atten- weather tomorrow.
near the residence cf ens of Miss tion to
The federal troops approached the
Snow fell yesterday in western Col
a handkerchief embroidered
Henriquez's hostess' friends.l
There with the letter "A" which Schmidt orado, but
was ranch from several directions, and
today's
precipitation
they remained over night and finally naa
over an electric light to confined largely to the eastern slope after an hour's skirmishing the rebels
succeeded in returning home by the shadeplaced
were routed. Some of the rebel prisit. Schmidt said the handker or the Rocky mountains.
slow method of crawling over the
The Denver, City Tramway com- oners told their captors that Zapata
chief was Anna Afimuller's, and wept
snow. Miss Henriquez considered the
pany and the railroads, mindful of the himself was In command and was one
event quite interesting, but doubtless
recent blockade, early today began a of the last to escape. He broke
will appreciate being in a city where
determined
fight to prevent the Im- through the circle ot federal troops
GARY
.
no such, storms occur,
....
with a few companions who used their
pairment of traffic,
Miss Henriquez left Las Vegas for
machetes to cut their way out.
WIN

Washington, Dec. 19. The senate a basis for currency. Under the house
today finally rejected the central tfank bill only paper maturing within 90
plan by voting down euch a substitute days was available but, the senate,
lor the administration currency bill after a contest, broadened the propresented by Senator Burton. It was visions to include a percentage of six
voted, down without a roll call.
months paper in order to accommoThe senate then, in committee of date smaller banks in rural communithe whole, adopted without a roll call ties, which handle little short time
the , administration currency bill as paper.
A combination amendment by Senframed by the democratic caucus and
offered by Senator Owen as a sub- ators Crawford, Owen and Nelson
stitute for the house bill. In this broadened the section to allow naform the measure went before the tional banks to loan on
r
farm
senate for a final vote.
mortgages. The amendment would
permit central reserve city and coun
Summary of the Bill
A complete reform of the vast and try banks to loan
of their
complicated machinery of finance, time deposits, or 25 per cent of their
banking and currency will he accom-pushe- canitai and Kurulun. on mich securitv.
by the currency bill. Its fun- Senator Nelson succeeded in getting
damentals provide;
into the bill a provision that such
The issue of currency, guaranteed banks may continue to receive time
by the government, based on notes deposits and pay interest on them, a
and bills representing commercial procedure at present a technical viotransactions and backed hy a gold lation of the law.
reserve. The new currency is ex
The democrats voted down a
pected to contract and expand to meet
by Senator Crawford to prothe varied demands of trade.
hibit interlocking
directorates in Denver shortly after her engagement
The concentration of tne bank re- banks in the new system.
was announced. Several social events
serves of the country In regional inSenator Cummins presented an in her honor are on the calendar.
stitutions capitalized by the hanks of
amendment to authorize the regional
the country and controlled by direct- banks to loan direct to
individuals on
ors elected by the banks.
proper security, if the banks in the JAP IS ARRESTED FOR
The creation of a market for the
bqrowerB' community were "unable or
negotiable commercial paper which
forms the bulk of the assets of the unwilling,"
ATTEMPTED ASSAULT
Several republicans joined the dembanks, where, in time of stress, these ocrats
arid
was
it
againBt it,
beaten,
assets may be easily and without loss
47 to 33. Senator Newlands declared
transformed Into cash.
he had several changes which he wish- whole town of rowe turns
The establishment of from eight to
out to catch man who
ed to propose to the measure, but said
twelve great regional banks throughThreatened a woman
out the country, which will issue cur- he would prefer to have the democratic caucus first pass on them. He bepaper and .centralrency,
Charged with an attempted crimian agitation for a further caucus
ize and mobilize the, reserve of the gan
nal assault upon Mrs. Angelita Ortiz
of democrats. An entirely new fiscal
local banks.
de Ortega at her home in Rowe yesThe creation of a federal reseive policy was proposed in an amendment terday, a native Japanese, who gives
board of . seven members, appointed by Senator Weeks, but was voted the name of A. Kai, iijs In the county
down 44 to 40. It proposed that the
by the president, with final powers
where he will be held without
in the treasury at the end of jail
surplus
of control and supervision .over the
bond to await the action of the grand
fiscal
should
to
each
be
year
applied
entire system.
;
virf'i
jury next spring. The Jap was brought
In the foregoing general; principles' reducing the national, debt.
to Lasi Vegas this morning by Jose
the bill is practically the same that An amendment by Senator Burton Gutierrez, constable at "'Rowe. He
passed the house. But in phraseology to deprive the federal reserve board was sent to the county seat by order
and more or less important details, of power to suspend all reserve re- of Casimlro Ortiz, justice of the peace.
hundreds of changes have been made quirement was defeated, 41 to J7.
According to the story told by OfSenator Bristow proposed that the ficer
by the senate.
Gutierrez, A. Kai went yesterday
The senate has retained, after a board be prohibited from suspending afternoon to the home of Mrs. Ortega,
contest, the house plan to have each the requirements as to the gold re who is the wife of Cruz Ortega, a
regional bank a "bank of banks," serve against circulating notes. Sen- prominent citizen of lio'we, and, findwith the directorate controlled by the ator Root declared that without the ing the woman alone, went into the
member banks and the capital fur- amendment the board could nullify house. He seized her and immediatenished by enforced subscription of the provision written into the bill last ly the woman began to scream. Her
national banks. Senator Hitchcock night to check depletion of the gold husband and a number of other men
of Nebraska, aided by the republicans, reserve.
ran to Mrs. Ortega's assistance.
Senator Owen pressed for a final
A. Kai, seeing that he was about to
made an ineffectual fight to make
those institutions public utility banks, vote on his bill as a substitute for the be captured, sprang to the roof of a
owned by the public and controlled house bill, but Senator Burton declar- low adobe dwelling where he found
ed he had several amendments to a number
by the government.
of stones. These he hurled
As amended by the senate, the bill present. He then proposed to str ke at the officers and citizens who atprovided for the creation of eight or out the provision allowing the federal tempted to capture him. Constable
twelve regional banks, as the neces- reserve board to authorize the use of Gueierrez appeared1 with a revolver
the new currency or the present na- and demanded the
sity may develop.
Jap's surrender. A.
currency as bank Kai showed extreme respect for the
Under the' house bill the. earnings tional bank note
'
'''
f
of the regional banks, after paying 5 reserves.
weapon1 and came down off the roof.
When taken into court A. Kai,
per cent dividends on the stock and Senator Root supported the Burton
establishing a 20 per cent surplus, amendment, declaring that the new though he showed ability to underwould have been divided among the notes and the present bank notes were stand English, refused1 to answer
member banks and the government. simply promises to pay, and were, questions. He ' maintained the same
The senate has amended the bill so therefore, an absurdity as reserves.
attitude here today, but wrote on a
that the stockholders shall receive a "This is the most preposterous piece of paper what purports- to be
6 per cent dividend, a surplus fund of thing I have heard of," said he, "since his name, when requested to do so.
40 per cent of the capital shall be es- Mr. Mieawber paid his personal obli- The man is not known here. Japantablished and that the remainder of gations by gSving his note of hand. ese residing In Las Vegas say they
the earningsi shall be divided, Be- It provides simply for the use of debts never saw htm before. They say his
half going to the government as a as security for, debts." '
;
name Indicates that he is a Korean.
franchise tax and the remainder
The Burton amendment was defeat-ed- It Is thought, A. Kai, probably was
40 to 37. Mr. Burton then attackfounding a "depository" Insurance
stealing a ride across the continent
fund to reimburse depositors in fall-to- g ed the provision allowing member and was put off the train at Rowe, a
member banks.
banks to deposit as half their reserve small station 45 miles south of Las
The senate has broadened material- in the federal reserve bank, paper Vegas. The people of the place were
An amend- so incensed at A. Kai for his attemptly the character cf the commercial available for
paper which would be eligible for re- ment to strike out that provision was ed assault that be narrowly escaped
discount and which may be used as defeated without a roll call,1
violence.
k

TO

OUT PAY TO KEEP HIM FROM
THE CHAIR

19. Secretary
Washington, Dec.
Garrison announced today that when
Major General Leonard Wood leaves
the office of chief of staff next April
THE REGIONAL BANKS FEATURE IS RETAINED he will be assigned
to command the
Eastern department with headquarters at Governors Island,; N. Y., succeeding Major General Thomas H.
These Institutions Will Be Controlled by Directors Elected by the Barry, who will go to the Philippines.
(secretary Garrison made no an
Member Banks Market for Negotiable Paper Is Provided
nouncement to to General Wood's
and Is Expected to Relieve Stress in Case of Financial
successor as chief of staff.

CITY EDITION.

d

HANS SCHMIDT

A LIVELY DEBATE

19, 1913.

WANTS JEWS PROTECTED
Washington, Dec. 19. Conditions
arising from alleged discrimination
against Jews in Roumania were
as "pitiful" by Representative
Chandler of New. York before the
house foreign affairs committee today.
He urged a report on his resolution
to
calling on the signatory power
the Berlin treaty of 1878, to enforce
Roumania's observance of that' convention, which promised no discrimination because Of creed or race. Secretary Bryan, Mr. Chandler said, was in
sympathy with the resolution. The
committee took no action.

DOCTORS BELIEVE

CALL,

SERVICE

The representative sent to the war
office by the federal commander said
the rebels were not pursued, owing
to darkness and the rough nature of
the country.
Carranza Furnishes Funds
Persons coming from the state of
Morelos today confirm the report that
tha activity of Zapata is due to In
structions received from General Car
ranza. The latter recently sent sev
eral emissaries to confer with Zapata
and other rebel leaders in the south.
They are reported to have supplied
Zapata with funds for the renewal of
his campaign against .the federals.
Trying to Involve Brazil
Efforts are being made to enlist
volunteers In Brazil for service in
Mexico in the event or an American
Invasion, according to El Pals today.
The newspaper prints a special dispatch from Rio Jenelro setting forth
that Lhls Gomez, "an enthusiastic
has issued a circular
calculated to awaken a sentiment of
solidarity among the Latin people of
the western hemisphere, to resist the
"decided imperialism of the North
,,
American colossus.'
Manuel Ugarte, the Argentine .poet
and PanLatin agitator, who has been
conducting a campaign against the
TTnited States in tha South and Central American, republics, is said to be
interested in the same scheme as Luis

Chihuahua, Mexico, Dec. 19. nGen
eral Francisco Villa today said hq
would be disposed to follow the sug-- .
gestions of the United States as tq
the rights of foreigners In Mexico,
In conformity with this plan hq
named a committee to take an invent
tory of the property of the expellesj
Spaniards, and said he would indent
nify such of the Spaniards as had no
supported actively t&e Huerta govern-- ,
ment.
;
General Villa had received, through
the American consul, representations
which expressed the position of thej
United States in assuming moral re
sponsibility for the welfare of tha
citizens of the other; nations : and
which called upon General Villa foa
a strict accounting of his acta should
the rights of any foreigners be violated. A communication also ha
been received from General Carranza,
the head of the revolution, following
the protests of Spaniards that their
property had been seized and the protests of other foreigners that they
had been forced to pay money to th
rebel cause.
"I ordered a!! properly belonging
to Spaniards to be confiscated ami
held by the constitutionalist government pending an Investigation as to
who of the Spaniards a'ded the Huer
ta government," sail General Villa.
"In order to guarantee the propert;-whilit is in our hands I have namt :i
honorable and responsible persons t
take an inventory of it.
"It was necessary to expel the Spa;
i

ger here and it was necessary fo impose a penalty of death should th ,.
not go, in order that they would go.
"It is well known that in the uprising in, Mexico City last Februaryhundreds of Spaniards in the eiudad
sided w ith Felix Diaz and with anna
in the uprising which enabled Huerta to bring so much suffering to Mexicans.
When I attacked Torreon, Span
iards again fired on us on the pretext
that they were guarding their own in
terests. In Chihuahua the majority
of the Spaniards were Huerta sympa
thizers. When I entered the city I
resolved upon their expulsion because
their lives were in danger from the
them by our
feeling held against
army.
The rights of all other foreigners
have been and will be protected. Ar
rests are being made daily of persons
suspected of being Huerta sympathLs- ers. They are held pending investigation of their acts."

-

To Move Battieships

Washington,, Dec.
battle
ships Connecticut and Kansas, enroute
from Guantanamo to Vera Cruz, to re
lieve the New Hampshire and Louisiana, are due to arrive there tomorrow.
It was said at the navy department
that the Louisiana and New
Hampshire would start, north immeGomez.
diately on the arrival of the other vessels.
Wants Fence on the Border
The hcsT'Ifal ship Solace, on her way
Washington, Dec. 19. A barbed
wire fence along the Mexican boun- from Ne w York to Vera Cruz, Is goln?
dary to check intrusions Into Ameri- to Mexican waters for general useful-ces- s
and not as fie result of any emercan territory was proposed in a bill
today by Senator Ashurst. A total of gency, according to officials. I t s
cruiser California, which has had a
$?i0,000 would be appropriated.
long tour of duty off the Padnc Mexican coast la eturning from Mazatlaa
CHARGES ARE DROPPED
to San Diego, Calif.
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 19 The register of the land office at Juneau, AlasSpaniards Condemn Expl.iiiaUfin
ka, has recommended to the commissioner of the general land office that
VI Pai, T-Dtc
the charges filed by the United States
L
wh
government against the Wilougtiby CTa V i'a's
t
ai
coal claims In Bering ricer district of huahi'a to I v t1io'j.it
t
Alaska bo dismissed. Cancellation
by for a n , - was i t
was Bought because of alleged failure U
li a vi'Y (f i
of the claimants to open and improve who
2
.
t j i
had
their claims, as required by law.
o '
uk'n
i (i '
The register found the charges not
iro, pH It j'
sustained. There were bo allegations 0M s
i
of fraud. Most of the claimants are
wealthy men of Portland, Oregon, and
Vilkepiarre, Pa. The area involved
is 480 acres ot valuable coal land new
the cancelled Cunningham claims.
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DOCK SHOOTING

SEASON
DETAILS OF THE ENFORCEMENT
OF FEDERAL STATUTES NOT
WORKED OUT YET

Santa Fe, Dec

the regulations

19.

According to

laid down by the department of agriculture, the closed
season on ducks began on December
36 In New Mexico, and already the
tate game warden is being asked the
question la the federal law under
which the shooting of water fowl
closed on December 16, or the state
law, when shooting must cease on
March 31, to be observed'.
To this

for the enforcement of the federal
law had not been completed. The
state game warden's department has
not heard from Washington' regarding
this matter since. It is presumed
that the required regulations have not
been made yet. At least the state
game warden has not heard of it, and
unless the deputies mentioned above
have heard from the department at
Washington direct, the previous instructions would govern, that is, that
the state law govern where it is in
conflict with the national law.

Sleep-disturbin-

the answer has been that at present
the state law governs. This answer
KNOCKS ON
is given after a careful perusal of all
the literature received from the deBURLESON'S SCllEliE
partment.
The status of the situation may be
summed lip as follows: The federal
3aw just went into effect this fall. PRESIDENT OF
THE
POSTAL
SAYS GOVERNMENT OWNERRegulations covering the seasons have
been made by the oepartment, but as
SHIP IS IMPRACTICAL
yet the details as to the enforcement
Dec. 19. Clarence H.
of the law have not been worked out. t Chicago,
Also it might be stated that the fed- - Mackay, president of the Mackay com
eral law and the etate law conform in panies, being asked what he thought
many' states, and it rs the hope of the of Postmaster General Burleson's refederal department to have the state port that the government take over
laws and the federal law ultimately telephone and telegraph lines, said:
"The postmaster general is misagree on closed seasons. However because the federal protection ia yet in taken in his idea that telephone comits infancy, the department has laid panies are subject to the post-roadown the rule that where1 the state account provided by the congress of
and the federal laws are in conflict, 1886.
"The supreme court of the United
the etate law Is to be followed until
either the state law or the federal reg- States in Richmond (case 174-ulation is changed or until regulations 761), held that they are not. If he
in detail providing for the enforce- denominates the telegraph, business
ment of the federal closed seasons as being monopolized he ia also mis
have been made. Some time 1n Octo- taken. If there has been more conber at the request of D. T. S. Palmer. tinuous, keen, even bitter, competi
assSfitant chief of the biological sur- tion than that between the Postal and
vey the state game warden's depart- Western Union I would be pleased to
ment sent the names of six men to be know when- - and where.
federal game wardens. These men
"The money question, however, is
were as follows: Mile W. Buford of the main question. ine million doSilver City, Frank N. Page of Pver'.o llars would not be a look-In- .
The Bell
de Luna, T. . Ilulney of Columbus, Telephone company company alone
would demand more than that. Then
Antonio C. Ortiz of Albuquerque,
Wirt of Dulce and Blanche there are the thousands o,t independOlouf.hier of Springer. At the time ent telephone companies and the farm
these names were sent the regulations lines scattered all over the country.
d

Em-Tn-

two-third-

from the past experience, that vast
sum would be entirely lost because
under government management the
operating expenses yearly would exceed the income. The following figures are taken from a report of the
postmaster general of Great Britain
showing the results of government
ownership of telegraph In that counMot Beyond Help at 87
g
bladder weakness, try: The year's receipts, actual operstiffness In joints, weak, inactive kid- ating expenses, operating loses, total
ney action and rheumatic pains, are annual loss, including paid and fresh
'
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
money expended:
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taun"1908
$15,516,805; $371,512,840;
ton, Mass., writes: 'I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was be$4,847,425.
yond the reach of medicine, but Foley
"109 $15,439,245; $18,394,003;
Kidney Pills have proved most bene- 901,760; $5,248,245.
ficial in my case. O. G. Schaefer,
"1910 $15,830,9fi0,- - $17,841,001;
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

IlffiAY

'

The entire bill, Including telegraph
lines, would be about two billion dols
lars, which is about
of the
national debt at the close of the civil
war, when many intelligent men despaired of the solvency of the republic.
"Nor is this the worst. Judging

010,055; $3,081,835.
"1911 $15,829,960; $18,638,710;
8829,750; $5,911,605.

"Estimated

1912

$15,747,420;

$3,327,670; $,636,965.
"One of the worst complications
that would arise would be in regard

to the contracts between the telegraph
companies and the railroads. England
found this out when it took over the
telegraph lines and then had to pay
the railroads an enormous sum to get
full control of the telegraph lines,
which were built on the railroads and
in which the railroads had Interest,
the same as in this country. The
English railroads were not modest in
their demands and the result was that
a perfectly enormous and unexpected
sum had to be paid by the government
to the railroads to get rid of the contracts.
"And as' to service, government
service would be a joke compared
with present service. If you don't
believe it just try the government
service telegraph, and telephone in
Europe."
Cure Your Cold While You Can
More real danger lurks in a cold
than in any other of the minor ailments. The safe way is to take
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
rid yourself of the cold as quickly as
For sale by all dealers.
possible.
Adv.

Wanted Good, clean rags.
per pound. Optlo Office.

5

cents

BIG GAME STARTS

ients is what produces such wonderGas in the stomacn comes from food
ful results in curing catarrh.
Send which has fermenteu. Get rid of this
for testimonials, free.
badly digested food as quickly as posP. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
sible If you would avoid a bilious atO.
tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
To-led-

AT

4:30

BY THE

CLOCK
THE PRELIMINARY

CONTESTS
CHRISTMAS DAY WILL BEGIN AT 3 O'CLOCK

Take Halls' Family Pills for
stipation. Adv.

con-

stomach, liver and bowels, and restores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.

BIG CROWDS ARE

EXPECTED AT

DUCK IS LUCKY
denied vigorously at the serv- ECONOMIC EXPERTS TO CONFER
ice building that a gun club is to be
Dec.
19. ArrangeMinneapolis,
organized among the employes of the ments for the entertainment of deleON Panama-PacifiInternational exposi- gates to the annual convention of the NORMAL ORCHESTRA AND GLEE
tion and of the various contractors American Economic association, which
CLUB WILL BE ATTRACTION
now rushing the big exhibit
AT BROWNE TONIGHT
places to is to meet in this city at the end of

CONCERT

It is

c

The times at which the games at
the armory will start next Thursday
afternoon were designated this morning. It is the intention of the management to make it possible for any
person in the city who may sit at
dinner until late in' the afternoon to
be able to witness the big Newton-La-s
Vegas game.
The first preliminary will start
promptly at 3 o'clock and at 4:30
o'clock the big game, will begin. Secretary LeNolr of the Y. M. C. A.
wishes to emphasize the point that
4:30 o'clock means 4:30 o'clock sharp
and that the whistle for the first half
will blow promptly at that time.
With this arrangement every basketball fan in Las Vegas may attend
the game; 3 o'clock is the latest possible time that a dinner should start
on Christmas day, according to experts on time, and by 4:30 o'clock
those people who dine at 3 o'clock
will be ready to make the trip to the
armory to witness the big game.
The team will continue practice
and the men are showing up exceptionally well. Physical Director De
Marais Is of the opinion that the
local team will give the Newton
bunch a fast run on Christmas day
and although the Kansas team Is supposed to be one of the fastest in that
state he expects Las Vegas to win
the contest.

completion. The rumor that such an
organization was contemplated was
due to the arrival of a wild duck on
the exposition grounds last week.
Fauna In much variety now inhabit
the 625 acres of the exposition site,
but it was never dreamed that a wild
duck would be attracted by the busy
scenes. However, one did take up
his abode there and made himself at
home at once in the big pool which
will be the central fountain of the
Court of the Sun and Stars. Although
the fountain is not yet started, the
depression is there and the autumn
ralnB have made a, pond of It, which
the duck has all to himself. No one
is allowed to disturb him.
The idea struck someone that it
would be a good thing to train the
new addition to the exposition menageries to act as a living decoy to lure
the other wild fowl that fly about San
Francisco bay, and to organize a gun
club to gather 'the bag.
The idea was Impracticable, however, as there is an ordinance forbidding the discharging of firearms
within the city limits, so the pet
duclc has the pond in the Court of
the Sun and Stars all to himself and
is growing fat off the morsels of food
thrown there.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
not a quack medicine.
It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
In this country for years and is a
regular prescription. It Is composed
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingred- -

lets," writes D. R, Thomas, of Tldi-outPa. "They do the worn and
cause no unpleasant reaction." In
cases of constipation when pills and
saline cathartics are used, their use
la often followed by constipation, as
they take so much water out of the
system. On the other hand the effect of Cbamborlatn's Tablets is so
agreeable and so natural that you do
not realize that It has been produced
by a medicine, and no reaction follows
their use. For Bale by all dealers.
Adr.

nexfweek, are being made at the University of Minnesota. The meeting
will be the first that the association
has held this far west. Among the
questions to be discussed in the convention will be the control of public
service corporations, the making of
railroad rates, syndicalism, the economic effects of legal trust dissolu
tion and the theory of rent in the
light of present conditions in American agriculture. In conjunction with
the convention pf the American Economic association there will be held
the annual meeting of the American
Sociology society. The joint gather-inis expected to attract a large at
tendance of noted educators, economic and sociological experts from
all parts of the United States and
.
Canada,
Lame back may come from

over-

work, cold settled in the muscles of
the back, or from disease. In the two
former cases the right remedy is
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT It

should be rubbed in thoroughly over
m ancuieu pari, tne relief will be
prompi ana satisfactory. Price 25c
duo and S1.00 nr Twtla
cnu v

ocuuai

jurug

UO.

AdV.

ALABAMA OBSERVES KNAPPmv
Montgomery, Ala.. Dec. in. The

public schools throuout Alabama held
Real Thing
exercises today in observance
special
"I think I have bumped up against or
ivnapp Agricultural day." The
the real thing in Chamberlain's Tab
Bumped

Up Against

the

e,

Judging by the sale of tickets the
attendance at the Browne theater tonight will be unusually large when the
New Mexico Normal University glela
club and orchestra give a concert and
three reels of motion pictures are
shown.

,t,

,

4

The first show will start at 7:30
o'clock, and shows will continue until the crowds have all been
The performance will be
one of the unusual treats offered Las
Vegans.
Both musical organizations
of the Normal are strictly
in their selections and will offer their
best tonight. The Normal orchestra
has among the latest musical selections and these will .be played, while
the glee club is sure to please. The
glee club Is composed of all the best
vocalists in the school, and, through
tho training of Miss Cornelia Mur
ray, the club Is the best in the state.
Tickets have been sold over the
city
by students of the Normal, a large
number being disposed of. The pro
ceeds of the concert will go toward
the payment of the expense of the recent trip to Albuquerque where the
glee club and orchestra appeared before the New Mexico Educational association.
accom-mtXate-

r

A
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Danger Signal
Hoarseness in a child that !s sub--,
day is observed each year as a trib- ject to croup is a sure sign of an apute to the memory tf Dr. Seeman A. proaching attack. Give Chamberlain's
luiapp, who was the founder of the Cough Remedy as soon as the child
farm demonstration work.
becomes hoarse and the atfnoir mnv
be warded off. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
These coughs are wearing and If
they "hang on," can run one down "The Best Medicin I
ru ittri
physiccally and lower the "vital resis"Chamberlain's Tabiets ts tho best
tance to riisen.no UTr. rnK t
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes: medicine I ever used for constination.
"I was greatly troubled with a bad biliousness1
and headache," writes
cough that kept me awake nights Mrs. A, W. Milne. St. Georce.
Utah.
Two small bottles or Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured These tablets are very effectual, easv
me." O. G. Schaefer. Red Crnan nmo and pleasant to
For sale by all
Store. Adv.
dealers. Adv.
fol-.e-

J,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
ASKS TO BEG1VEN GREATER
;

POWER
'

Eecommends to Congress That It Give Its Officers More Jurisdiction Over Physical Construction and Operation of the Rail,
roads Suggests Safety Devices Which Will Eliminate the
Hazards of Man Failure Declares Steel Cars Are a Necessity
for Prevention of Loss of Life in Wrecks.

perfection of some system of automa
tic train control to be used in connec
tion with existing signal systems.
"High speed was an Important con
tributing cause of several serious ac
cidents during the past year. On
many roads there Is no limit to the
speed at which passenger trains are
allowed to run. Englnemen are thus
encouraged to run their trains at excessive speed in an effort to make
up time lost on schedules that are in
many cases already sufficiently fast
for safety. Such high speed is es
pecially dangerous in times of fog or
storm, when signals can be seen but
a comparatively short distance. The
maximum allowable speed of trains on
all roads should be established at a
Bafe limit, and it should not be left
entirely to the judgment of enginemen to determine whether or not this
limit is exceeded.
"Inasmuch as the only purpose of
investigation," the report continues,
"is to learn the true causes of acci
dents, so that such causes may be
eliminated as fully' as practicable, it
is manifestly impossible for the commission fully to accomplish such pur
pose unless empowered by law to enforce Its recommendatfons. Further
more, the commission snouia oe au
thorized to conduct independent investigations with respect to all mat
ters affecting the safety of railway
travel, the object being to prevent
accidents as far as possible rather
than, as at present, merely to point
out the causes of accidents after their
occurrence. There is particular need
for an investigation of the conditions
surrounding the use of steel rails and
car wheels upon railroads."
Among the important recommendations for new legislation are the fol-
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STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
IS ASKED TO ANSWER
QUESTIONS

MANY PROMINENT MEN OF BASE
BALL, FOOTBALL AND OTHER
GAMES WERE TAKEN

,

-

block-signale-

J-
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The assessors1 anj county commisChicago, Dec. 19. In the year now
sioners of the state, representing 16 nearing Its close death has exacted a
Emphasizing parently overlooking .the fact that no
rule
of the 26 counties of the state, closed heavy harvest from the ranks of
the necessity for further action by the matter how Inherently good a
no force unless it is
of
is
two days' session here yesterday those prominent in the varied field
it
a
be,
may
greatto
provide
federal government
afternoon and adjourned until next of sport and athletics. Baseball, footer safety for travelers and employes obeyed. On very many railroads there
fall at a date to be fixed by the offi- ball, pugilism, the turf, trap shooting,
inter- is little or no system of inspection or
upon American railroads, the
cer of each association, says yester- the green table sport, the track and
state commerce commission, In Its an- supervision of the worb of train service employes so far as pertains to
field all have paid heavy toll to the
day's Santa Fe New Mexican.
nual report, submitted to congress
Antonio Lncero, secretary of state, Grim Reaper during the past twelve
makes vigorous recommenda- those matters which vitally affect
W. G. Sargent, state auditor, and months.
tions for additional powers over the safety. Employes are not examined
on the operating rules except at the
Hugh Williams, chairman of the corThe most notable death of the year
and
operation
construction
physical
their1
and
time
the
poration commission, all made talks In major league baseball circles was
of
only
promotion,
of the roads. The commission also
to the county offierals. Harvey M. that of William H. Locke,
recommends that it be given author- most perfunctory efforts are made to
president
Shields made an address urging har- of the Philadelphia National
to perform the
their
determine
fitness
of
railroad
issue
the
to
League
supervise
ity
mony and unity of purpose between club, who died In Atlantic City last
securities and some measure of con- duties assigned to them from time to
state
au
the
board
and
the
county
time.
August, after a long Illness. Former
trol over the capitalization.
thorities.
"This lack of supervision and inclub owners and managers who pass
Conditions disclosed by the comThe following questions' were ad ed away
during the year included ,T.
mission's investigation of railroad ac- spection with respect to matters af
to the state board of equali- F. Kilfcyle,
dressed
unexis
trains
of the Cleve
cidents during the year present a sit fecting the safety of
zation:
land American league club; James
uation, which, the commission believes, plainable when the careful supervi
Would your board approve of the B.
sion of all, matters directly affecting
Billings, for thirty years one of
ought to be the subject of immediate
assesors securing the actual the owners of the
various
considerrevenue
the
roads
of
is
the
Boston National
accidents
legislation. Seventy-sivaluation of personal property from league club; William
ed.
and
The
sys
auditing
checking
51
collisions
and
Dwyer, who
comprised
the tax payers at the time property managed the Des Moines team when
25 derailments, and caused the death tems used for detecting the dishonesty
Is 'listed for taxation?
it won the Western league pennant
of 28a and the Injury of 1,880 persons. of employes are marvels of ingenuity
Would your board be willing, before In 1909, and the
but
to
and
careful attention
detail,
Commenting upon these facts, the reasking a blanket raise, on property of
Chris Von der Ahe of the old St.
means of determining whether trai
port says:
any class, to summon the assessors Louis championship team of 18S5-88- ,
"The commission again is compel- are operated in accordance with the
or one of the county commissioners and for
many years one of the best
led to note the exceedingly large pro- requirements of safety and In conof the county In which the ra'.se Is to known baseball
de- formity with the rules are almost enmagnates in the counto
due
of
accidents
train
portion
be made, for consultation?
try.
lacking.
reliction of duty on the part of em- tirely
Would your board be willing, be
' "In
The great army of active baseball
previous reports the commis lowing:
of the accidents inployes. Fifty-si- x
fore
transferring lands placed by
be
the
re
sion
recommended
fixed
for
has
be
has been singularly fortunate
one
legislation
or
players
That
period
the
nearly
year,
vestigated during
assessing officers In a certain classi In
none of Its members during
losing
74 per cent of the whole number, quiring the standardization of operat ginning of all actions relating
to
fication to another classification
were directly caused by mistakes of ing rules. It is vital to the safe transportation charges and that that summon the assessors or commission- the year, so far as the big leagues
These mistakes were of movement of trains that rules should period be within three years from the ers of the county concerned for con were concerned, while the only minor
employes.
league player of note who passed
as those noted by the be explicit and uniform in character, completion of the service as to which sultation?
same
nature
the
was Clare Patterson, star outcommission in Its last annual report, so that they may be easily understood damages are claimed.
In
the away
Would your board be willing-de
to
to
as
In 1912 of the champion Oakno
fielder
doubt
fails
be
and
there
that
which
may
a
carrier
fixed
That
signals;
namely, disregard of
case of raises made by you, to furnish
team of the Pacific Coast league.
land
for
any
their
, To this end fedof
to
charges
mand
application.
failure
obey
payment
improper flagging;
to the assessing officers of the conn
Former ball players who died durtransportation service within a period ty in which such raise is made, and
train orders; improper checking of eral .legislation is necessary.
of
indications
"Disobedience
of
deemed
orbe
the year, some of them widely
guilty
shall
signal
of
90
of
ing
days
train register; misunderstanding
at the time of making the raise, a
railroads is one of giving a rebate to the shipper.
In their day, were "Jiggs"
famous
ders; occupying main track on time on
Incident
syllabus of your proceedings
or
accito
enforce
of
most
the
serious
the
alsuits
former star first baseman
all
phases
brought
Donahue,
block
That
operator
of superior train;
al to the sa:id raise?
offor
White Sox; Jack
the
set aside orders of the commission be
Chicago
lowed train to enter occupied block; dent situation. Such disobedience
to
in
board
Would your
be willing
in connection with the directlv under the supervision of the
dispatcher gave lap order or used im- ten occurs
struct the cattle and sheep sanitary Boyle, a former catcher and first
under
proper form of order; operator made movement of important high speed commission, instead of as now,
boards to furnish, through their in baseman of the Phillies and other
results
and
when
it
of
trains,
the
department
th direction
mistake in copying order; switch left passenger
all available data In regard clubs; Thomas J. Dolan, who caught
be spectors,
most
in
derailment
commission
or
a
a
collision
the
and
that
of
train;
in
iustice;
face
approaching
open
to their department to the assessors for the old. St. Louiis Browns when
excessive speed; failure to identify deplorable casualty list is its invari- charged primarily with the duty
of the various counties showing, if they held the National league chamof
the
court
Fourteen
able
cases
in
subject
such
accompaniment.
pionship; Charles Pabor, who was
met.
was
presenting
the train that
ptrootuie, tne ages ana sexes or cat
"These errors are exactly the ones investigated accidents which have oc tr. the rii4it nf the department of tle shipped and the number of sheep said to have been the first great left-roads since justice or private individuals to Inters
handed pitcher; Frank L. (Red) Don
which figure in the causes of train curred on
dipped? We would respectfully sug
accidents year after year. Their per- July 1, 1911, were caused by engine- vene to protect public or private In gest that the inspectors of the cattle ahue, who had pitched for St. Louis,
or failing terests.
and sheep . eanjtary boards be in- Philadelphia, Cleveland and other
sistence, leading always to the same men running by stop signals
caution
to
as
directed
reduce
authorized
to
be
speed
by
commission
That
the
inevitably
structed to furnish the detailed Infor- major league teams; Harry O'Hagan,
harrowing results, points
In' these 14 accidents 105 to make orders, after investigation,
the truth of one oft the other of the signals.
mation asked for to the respective once well known as a player with the
in311
were
and
were
maiT
killed
National, Eastern and New England
a
and
construction
persons
Either
the
alternatives:
respecting
following
county assessors.
of these accidents tainance of the physical properties of
seven
In
rail- jured.
leagues; Mount McFarland, formerly
these
of
deplorable
majority
great
with
themselves
com
the Chicago American league
the
or
in
englnemen
interstate
culpable
railroads engaged
road disasters are unavoidable
Young Women: Number Surprising
The' number of young women who team; Eddie Ileydon, who had caught
merce and rules and regulations per
there exists a widespread lack of in- were killed.
'No adequate reason can be offer taining tn the. usfi and operation of suffer with weak back, dizzy and ner- for the Indianapolis and Washington
effort to
telligent and
vous spells, dull headache and weari- teams; A. J. Bauer, who played with
minimize' the mistakes of employes ed for these serious lapses from duty such properties.
ness is surprising. Kidney and bladteam in 18G6;
who
of
railroads
con
That the commission be given
in the operation of trains. It is not by employes
der Ills cause these troubles, but If the first Wilkesbarre
a trol and
as
Gray, once a
ai-- George E. (Chummy)
as
death
suffer
cases
in
are
taiten
over
Fills
many
accidents
Foley
Kidney
railway
all
those
supervision
believed that
and
follows
In
well
both the big
relief
known
rected
hard
promptly,
Is
pitcher
which are eaused by the mistakes of consequence. Frequently it
capitalization.
the ills disappear. Contain no habit and little leagues; Slichael Drlssell,
a
even
to
dan
the
explana
minimize
suggest
plausible
is
to
It
quite
That, further
employes are unavoidable.
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red an old time catcher for the St. Louis
true that man is prone to error, and tion for the disobedience of signal in- ger of accidents, the commission be Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Browns; Michael J. Conners, many
s long as absolute reliance is placed dications. That they are disobeyed, empowered "to require the use of
ago a star pitcher in the old
SUBMARINES
that
and
the
lives
is
a
THREE
years'
to
TO
LAUNCH
fact,
and
however,
in
the
require
operablock
element
signal systems
upon the human
American
cause
19.
league; Jerry Harrington,
this
sacrificed
from
Dec.
or
steel
are
Prepara
Quincy, Mass.,
usually
the adoption and use of steel
tion of trains accidents are bound
once catcher for the Cincinnati Reds
arrestsome
means
a
of
made
ser
for
for
are
call
nasseneer
tions
triple
rnra
in
shown
being
be
'loudly
can
.movframpa
to occur, but until it
Roscoe Miller,
launching here tomorrow, when three and also for Louisville;
that all reasonable and proper meas ing its results. The most disastrous vice.
New York
for
who
Detroit,
on
pitched
occur
at
the
character
this
of
boats
the
submarine
yards
accidents
building
be
given
That explicit authority
ures have been taken for its prevenR.
Charles
and
Robinson,
com
Pittsburgh;
tion no accident can be classed as roads equipped with modern systems commission to examine all books and of the Pore River Shipbuilding
team
Providence
the
with
who
elaare
played
where
United
States
block
the
to
navy
of
for
automatic
signals,
pany
unavoidable.
papers Qf common carriers subject
J.
John
of
National
the
The
accileague;
to be given their maiden dip.
the law.
"All the mistakes noted above are borate precautions to prevent
New
led
"
who
the
England
O'Brien,
to
the
the
of
treated
of
boats
be
will
customary
guarding against
That the commission be relieved
violations of simple rules, which dents (short
league In batting one season and later
should have been easily understood consequences of signal disobediences) all duties under the parcel post law, champagne christening.
the Louisville club; Edmood
managed
involv
The
trains
or that such duties and the stand
intelligence to have been taken.
ly men of sufficient
who caught for Perla and
Therrien,
disasters
gen
lamentable
ed
these
of
more
in
clearly
ards to be applied be
be entrusted with the operation
minor
other
league clubs, and Walter
em
stated."
trains. The evidence is that in the erally are operated by trusted
Moore, once well known In
(Dutch)
FACE
the
RASH
But
COVERED
of
consideration
but
long experience.
ployes
The report gives Borne
main the rules are understood,
e
league
Eastern, Western and
em- nwiril almndant.lv nroves that even to the law providing for physical val
they are habitually violated by
circles.
admirand
splendid signal equipment
uation of railways.. Up to the present
ployes who are charged with responAlso under the head of baseball
with long ex time It has not been possible- to do
ECK AND CHEST
sibility for the safe movement of able discipline, coupled
may be placed the name
on
chronology
character
moral
more than prepare an outline of the
trains. The evidence also Is that In perience and high
of
Charles
Benley Plower,
not
can
prevent
of
of
are
employes,
the
officers
valuing
part
nlans for the ereat task
manv cases operating
ball player, umpire and for many
Itched UnAffected by Poison Oak,
tha iwaslonal man failures which American railroad property.
halitual
disregard
this
of
cognizant
These
til Nearly Crazy. Had to Walk years a Pittsburgh sporting writer,
The report shows that the work of
tit rules and no proper steps are tak produce such fatal results.
and John H. Gaffney, known through
of
attention
to
the
are
tremendous
facts
brought
evil.
increased
Floor At Night. Cuticura Soap
operat
the
commission
Many
the
en to correct
out the baseball world a few years
the
with
of
suggestion ly in volume. Scores of violations
and Ointment Cured.
Ing officers seem to proceed upon the the congress,
ago as the "king of umpires."
these man failures indicate the the law by both carriers and shippers
theory that their responsibility ends that
and
The most notable death In pugilistic
nfinRssitv
the
for
development
" Traveling through the
were investigated. In this connection
with tlio nromulcation of rules, ap
Orydon; Ore.
was that of Luther McCarty,
circles
was
I
and
woods
one
at
handling
looking
Willing
false
day
the report says that "the
a little vine. When I got homo I felt an claimant to the white heavyweight
of freight by shippers continues". It
itching and burning and the
championship, who was killed at Calis Dointed out that serious abuses of
first thing I knew my face
gary in a ring battle with Arthur
was all swollen up. The
transit privileges by both carriers Shd
affected
face,
oak
my
Pelky. Another victim of the ri'mg
poison
shtDoers constitute a continuing evil,
hands, arms and chest and
was John (Bull) Young, who died
out
worked
remedv for which is being
it disfigured me very much.
9
from the effects of a blow received
Failure on the
My faco and neck were broken
in a fight with Jess Willard at Verwas
out
and
I
until
itched
from
shippart of carriers to collect
walk
to
had
Cal. Jim Hall, best remembered
I
crazy.
nearly
non,
ners certain demurrage charges was
the floor at night and lost for his $40,000 fight with Fitzsimmons
made the subject of many investiga much sleep and work also. My face1(nock
at New Orleans In 1893, died in a
covered with a heavy rash.
tions, because this is regarded by the and chest wore
sanitarium in Wisconsin
tuberculosis
to
of
kind
allow
clothing
any
I
could
not
commission as one of the most insl touch the afflicted parts.
The turf lost "Tommy" Burns, Inalso
Stress
rtinna forms of rebating.
would
" I was told that
and
ternationally famous as a jockey, and
s
relieve me hut I got no relief. I used other
is laid upon violations of the anti-pasJames R. Keene, whose racing stable
success.
to
a
such
It
without
got
remedies
v,,,
that
Indicates
tha' ronnrt
- i'
i, w . u n
was for many years the most noted
if I hadn't gotten relief soon X
that
stage
certainly have lost my mind. My in America.
You need lantern
Also prominently Idenwon't shake to pieces, these are becoming less and less fre would
mother happened to have a cake of Cuticura tified with the turf were
quent.
Stephen
flare, smoke or blow out the RAYO.
Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment In the
Sanford, owner of the Hurricane stahouse and I washi-- l with the Cuticura Soap
to light, easy to clean and rewick; safe,
and then applied the Cuticura Ointbles; Charles H. Kohler, also a promThe best safeguard against croup If freely
ment.
I got relief at the flretapuiication and inent owner of race horses, and- Jo.jl i.ntia
ana mi
...
Hinev
durable and handy.
- f Pn i or'o
DULUO
weeks
In
child.
three
then I slept like a
P. H. Glnn
.o j
in
n
I was perfectly cured." (Sigued) E. II. seph J. Burke, a noted judge.
childrer
"My
writes:
Ga
Your dealer sells and recommends them.
Middleton,
DoOrasse, Mar. 28, 1913.
Football fatalities were notably
are very susceptible to croup, ea.sll
Cuticura Soap (25e.) and Cuticura Ointfew, the only deaths recorded among
I etve them Fofry'f ment (50c.) are sold throughout the world.
tch cold.
CONTINENTAL
on Tnr iinmnound and it
the college players being those of
LiQ-A single set Is often Biifflciont when ail eiso
(Incorporated in Colorado)
get prompt relle' has failed. Liberal sample of each mailed Vernon S. Belyea, halfback of the
instance
they
every
Dsissr Butte Pueblo
- Skin Book. Address postU UU
HI U
"
free, with 32-Boise Albuquerqua
Salt Lake City
Norwich university team; Ed
Cheyenne
U. U
urfiVfint crOUP.
otiH
card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
Store.
captain of Saint Ambrose colwith
and
shampoo
WMon who shave
Schaefer, Red Does Drug
akin
aud
best
for
Audit
scalp.
will
lege team, and Homer S. Wray, a
Adv.
Washington, Dec. 19.
i
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Round trip tickets will be on sale to all stations oa the
A. T. & S. F. Railway in New Mexico and Colorado on December 23, 24, 25, 31, 1913 and January 1, 1914. Final
limit on all tickets January 5, 1914.
FAEE
Watrous, Nl. M...,
Wagon Mound, N. M..
Springer, N. M.
Raton, N. M....
Trinidad, Colo
La Junta, Colo....

old-tim- e

L

iu,,

FOH THE EOCKO

Ribera, N. M
Lamy, N. M
Santa Fe, N. M.
,.
Albuquerque, N. M
Clovls, N. M
Roswell, N. M
I
Holly, (jvio.
Portales, N. M
Pueblo, Colo
Texico, N. M
Colorado Springs, Colo...
Gallup, N. M
Denver, Colo.
El Paso, Tex.
INTERMEDIATE POINTS AT SAME RATIO,
$1-1-

...

2.40
3.80
5.95
7.00
9.70
12.15
10.65
12.00
14.20

...J1.60

won't
Easy

ViM-K-

THE

OIL COMPANY

11

Mot-rlsse- y,

18.95
17.95
15.55
20.35

.......

at the same rates to teachers and students on presentation of

cer-

tificates signed by officer in charge of school.
f

In

,

lA

if

72

AGENT

player on the Gettysburg college
team.
Amateur athletics sustained severe
losses in the passing of Michael C.
Murphy, the famous University of
Pennsylvania trainer; Ralph Rose,
holder of tie Olympic and world's
records for
Billy Qutnn,
trainer of the weight men and hurdler at Harvard, and George Tracey,
who once held the amateur half-mil- e
running chaniplonshlp of America.
Well known automobile racers who
met death on the track during the
year were Louis Manghettl, killed at
Norfolk, Neb.; Harry C. Wright, killed at' Columbus, O., and "Jack" Forest, who" met death tn the EI
road races. Also well known
In American racing circles was Ca- mMle Jenatzy, the Belgian pilot, who
"as accidentally tsuoi ana Kinea near
Brussels several weeks ago.
Deaths of notables in other branches
of sport in 1913 included those of
Frank Magdlcll, well known profes
sional billiard player; Captain A. N.
Bogardus and Captain John S. Brew
er, both of whom had held the world's
championships as wing shots, and
Henry Coulter, at one time champion
single scull oarsman of the United
States.
chot-puttin-

Paso-Phoenl- x

.

trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kidneys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will disappear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder in a clean, strong and
healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
INTEREST IN RUGBY CONTEST
San Francisco, Dec. 19. The Rugby
team of the Olympic club of this city
left today for Los Angeles, where It
Is to play with the team of the Loa
Angeles. Athletic club. Followers of
the sport are displaying a lively interest in the coming game, since it
will be the first time that these two
well known athletic organizations
have met on the Rugby field.
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound haa
been my household remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief In a number of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Wheezing In the lungs indicates that
phlegm Is obstructing the air passages.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP
loosens the phlegm so that It can be
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold Of
The Man Who Neglects Himself
When his condition points to kidney Central Drug Co. Adv.

0
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IT ELECTRICALLY
--

THE BEST ELECTRIC
XMAS GIFT
There is a better, bigger e'ectric
Christmas gift waiting for the hoifse

without electricity. Wire the house
for electric service as a Christmas
present to all the family. Give them
electric light, and home comforts will
follow.

N

It is quite inexpensive, no destruction to any part of your house, no annoyance to you, and all of the work
will be skilfully handled by the "Dirt-les- s
Workman"

-

i,

3.50
4.50
7.10
17.95
23.75

In addition to the above dates tickets will be on sale December
19th, 20th, 1913, to all stations on the A. T. and S. F. In New Mexico

Tri-Stat-

On the
at
Road,
Night
a
that

1

If your home is unwired here is the

best gift for the entire household.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

DAILY OPTIC DETAILS

HE

ESTABLISHED

OF THE

A

Few Suggestions

1879.

CRABTREE

For Him

Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated.)

CO.

CASE

Editor. DISTRICT ATTORNEY ANNOUNCES
THE RESULT OF HIS INVES-- "

tS. M. PADGETT

SUIT

OF CLOTHES

WARM OVERCOAT

TIGATION

BATHROBE
Entered at the postofflce at East
n
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for
through the United States
trails as second class matter.
trans-teilsslo-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
....
1 .05
E'er Copy
.15
pi e Week
.65
Pne Month
One Year
7.50
Dally, by Mall
Pne year (In advance).
Bix Months (In advance).
3.00
7.50
One Year (In arrears)
3.75
EIx Months (In arrears)

.

WEEKLY

,

.
,

.

.

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

Dae Year
tSix Months

,1r

4a

:

I

$2.00
1.00

-

(Cash In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions)
Remit by check, draft or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
A
responsible for loss.
Specimen copies tree on application.

Las Vegas has come in for severe
criticism on account of charges made
to the Crabtree family while detained
in the city. An Albuquerque newspaper has been particularly venomous In
attacking las Vegans and attempting
to convict all of our people of extortion and dishonesty. It might have
been consilered a part of that charity
which the Albuquerque Journal
bo
hypocritically commended to our people, had that paper been fair enough
to have assumed, that if there had
been any extortion, it must have been
Only On the part of some Individuals.
The Optic has sought to obtain all
the facts In connection with the charges made to the Crabtrees, and accordingly requested the district attorney
to make a thorough Investigation. If the papers that have so readily tried and convicted our entire
community are actuated by any of the
spirit of fairness and decency, they
will, after reading the report of the
district attorney which follows, place
the blame, if they find there was
blame, where It belongs:
To the Editor of The Optic:
Dear Sir In compliance with your
request, I herewith submit to you co- Dies of the. receipts given to the
Crabtrees for services rendered while
In this city and also the results of
investigations regarding those charg
es:
Hotel La Pension
East Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 8, 1913.
Mr. Crabtree,
To Hotel La Pension, Dr.
To rooms and service, on Decem
$15.00
ber 4
Received payment,

COMBINATION SETS
SILK NECKWEAR
SHOES
STETSON

HAT

WOOL SWEATER

DRESS SHIRT
GLOVES
HOUSE SLIPPERS
SILK HOSE

v

Palace
Clothing Store

the delayed trains Friday evening,
December the fifth. They were kept
at the Santa Fe depot until nearly
noon Saturday. Then they were taken
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
to La Pension where they remained
EXPIRATION OF TIME
'
until about 2 o'clock when they were
PAID FOR
removed to the Las Vegas hospital.
I saw the family at the depot Sat
Advertisers are guaranteed the
urday morning. Both Dr. McCIana
(largest dally and weekly circulation
han, who had foeen called by the railo
any newspaper In northern New
way authorities, and I, urged upon the
Mexico.
agent that it was the duty of the rail
road company to take the family on,
as they, had tickets reading to Athens,
TELEPHONES
Teun. It was my understanding when
Business Office
...,Maln 2
MRS. M. V. WOODS.
I left the depot that the patients were
News Department
Main 0
to be cared for until the trains were
East Las Vegas, N. M.
ready to leave and then taken on.
Mr. and Mrs. Crabtree and children,
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1913.
Sunday afternoon I received a mess
To Las Vegas Undertaking Co.
age from the Las Vegas hospital to
$7.00 the effect that the Crabtrees could not
For ambulance
KXPKRIENCIi IN
LAS VEGAS UNDERTAKING CO, be
kept any longer there, and, accoJd-ingl- y
LITEIiATUKE
W. C. Dennis, Mgr.
arrangements were madn to
have them kept that night at the in
nave you ever read "The Light
t
East Las Vegas, N. M. Dec. 7, 1913 sane asylum.
That Failed"? Have you ever read Mr.
Crabtree.
Monday, a complaint was filed
any of the numerous short stories of
To Dan Rhodes, Dr.
that J. H. Crabtree and Mrs
charging
Jludyard Kipling, written years and For
$5.00 J. ti. crabtree were insane.
transportation
At a
years ago and figuratively bristling
Received Payment,
in
the
district
court
same
the
hearing
with bayonels &nd heavy with the
DAN RHODES,
were
found to be insane.
both
day,
battl-jof
If you have, wouldn't
The court, learning that the total
ycu have staked your reputation on
Office at East Las Vegas, N. M.,
amount of money in the possession of
?ne proposition that the writer of
Dec. 7th, 1913.
these people was $326.80, directed that
these stories "knew what he was talk-- Dr. R. K.
be committed as indigent paMcCIanahan, City,
they
Hug about"?
That ha wrote of war Dr. F. H.
tients and that allcourt costs be free,
Crail, City,
and of battles because he had be
saying that with two little children
come impregnated with it
?
To Postal Telegraph-Cablleft practically destitute, this way at
company.
Well, here is an extract from an in Dec.
case which particularly called for a
7th, J. C. Mathews;-- Athens,
tervlew with Kipling, reported by
Tenn., regarding Hugh Crab
charitable action on the part of the
vin Cobb:
tree and wife
$1.85 state. At the same time the court told
sam
iupung, "i nave seen
io,
Paid L. C. Witten, Mgr.
the Santa Ft agent that the proper
very little fighting In India. I wrote
POSTAL TELEGRAPH CO. place for these people and their chilmostly of what I had been told."
dren was at home, in Tennessee, and
Only of what he had been told! Ap
December 8 1913.
he requested the agent to make imme
parently imagination is still the prime Dr. R, K. McCIanahan,
diate arrangements to have the Crabnecessity In literature. Indeed, the Dr. F, H. Crail,
trees taken to their destination.
continuation of the Interview indiI wish especially to commend the
Care of J. H. Crabtree and
cates that experience may even
Mrs. Crabtree, consultations,
work done by Dr. McCIanahan In con.amount to a bad thing. Note this:
medical attendance at depot,
nection with these patients after the
"Sut I did see war in South .Africa.
Santa Fe had refused to accept any
La
Las
Vegas
hospital.
1 said to myself before I wont-out- ,
$50.00 more responsibility for the family.
Asylum ......7
"I'll see the dash and get the
mis amount cnargea suDject 10 ap From the time he saw tho?f family
of it. I'll see charges, and
was
of family of Crabtrees.
at the depot, Dr. McCIanahan
proval
thin red lines,, and hear hoarse comEast Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 7, 1913. most assiduous In his attention to the
mands and stand silent and thrilled For Mr.
and Mrs. Crabtree and chil patients, neglecting his other work for
in that dread hush before the battle.'
four days and assuming the whole
dren,
"But what a disillusion! The hush To Las
burden of making arrangements with
Hospital,' Dr.
Vegas
before the battle 'Was like the quiet- For Mr.
the faily in Tennessee. Furthermore,
and Mrs. Crabtree for
ness of surgeons and nurses before
2 days each at $3 per day
$12.00 the doctor made the," fop: charged deNothey go into the operating room.
For two children 2 days each at
pendant upon the approval by the parbody galloped up on a lathered horse
8.00 ents of the wife at Athens and is now
$2 per day
and fell unconscious after handing For Miss
Morrisy, special nurse. 5.00 in correspondence with the famify as
the general the
dispatch. For Mrs.
r
Raush, special nurse. 5.00 to their future.,
The general himself (bestrode no For James Guerln, attendant... 4.00
The telegraph expense is, of course,
comfortable
In
a
charger, but sat
For John Branch, attendant. . . . . 3.00 correct. The charge of $5 made by
camp chair beside a neatly spread For board for nurses and attend
Dan Rhodes was for conveying the
s
tea table. You heard a few
8.00 patients, guard and doctor to the asy
.'.
ants . ,
and somebody handed him a slip the
lum, and is probably reasonable. As
substitute for the dispatch and he
for the other charges it would seem
read it and drank his tea and said,
I certify this to be correct,
to be a case of
,,,,
i.r;
.
good. Workln' out just as
....
'Alas for the rarity
FLYNN,
I thought Wire Binks to bring up
true
EMMA
RAUSH
Christian
"Of
B.
charity...
Flynn.
' v s - Fald.E.
'
'
that battery,' etc., etc.
'
"Under the sun."
,mm,-Receipts
"You don't know in advance just
I Ido not wish to judge harshly, but
$315.00
Gold
what Is going to happen, you don't
11.80 en the face, the remaining bills appear
Silver
know how it happened, you just look
.
..
$326.80 decidedly exorbitant, and If ever there
at the dreadful dead men and shriek-lawas a case that was deserving of char;
4 keys.
wounded men and they seem to
1 Lady's gold watch.
ity and that appealed to the best inyou like innocent bystanders who
stincts of men and women, it was this
1 Ladies' locket.
have got in the way of some great
case of a father and mother,
2 trunk checks.
pitiable
civil' engineering scheme and torn
with insanity with two
stricken
both
Endorsements:
and blown tip."
helpUN's little children and only a few
DORCAS HISER.
E.
If Mr. Kipling had seen this first,
dollars left between them and want.
R. K McCLANAHAN.
would 'lie smell of smoke in his ear
It. certainly is not right that the ,city
V. WOODS.
MARY
MRS.
ly writing be aa pungent as it Is? Or
of Las Vegas as a whole should be
as aromatic?
In addition to the above charges, blamed for the charges made to these
0
the Santa Fe Railway company, as I people.
r
eight-liouam informed, charged the family for
The Las Vegas hospital Is supported
enacted
Twenty states have
laws fen- - public employes and a state room from Las Vegas to Kan in part by a levy from the state to be
expended for charitable 'purposes and
for those engaged on public works sas City.
of
mil
the business men and the charitable
The
a
Crabtree
consisting
half
family,
estimated
that
fully
It is
who expend so
lion public servants of these states husband and wife, both Insane, a girl women of Las Vegas,
15 much money and effort every year to
of
child
another
of
and
five
of
the
shorter
years
r,inv the 1nt'fit
months, arrived in the city on one of sustain the Las Vegas tfbspital as a
jrorlrday.
first-hand-

e

rattling-inspiratio-

n

long-waite- d

,

tick-tick-
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER

charity Institution, would not countenance, I am sure, such charges as are
shown by the above receipt. The patients were at the hospital one day
and not two, and they should have
been charged nothing for board. We
were told in court that the two children had been taken to the homes of
charitable people and were not a
charge on the hospital. If special attendants and nurses were necessary,
they should not at least have been
charged for board. I do not for a
minute imagine that the good women
and the men who form the board of
control of the hospital knew of the
exactions that had been made,
but
they should know It and take aAlon
accordingly, and the public hjp a right
also to be informed. The La Pension
bill looks on its face like extortion
and the public, which has been blsm- ed, is entitled to an explanation. The
Las Vegas Undertaking company's
bill, as I am informed, was charged
for taking the patients in an ambulance from La Pension to the hospital.
ir that is all the service rendered, It
looks like an overcharge. It Is due to
the Crabtrees and to their helpless
little children that if injustice has
been done to them by any individuals
in Las Vegas that such injustice be
corrected and if I am not greatly mis
taken the charitable people of the
city and town of Las Vegas will see
that it Is done.
hr::

CHARLES

W. G. WARD.

FOR NERVOUSNESS

Nervousness comes from nerve ex
haustion, an unhealthy condition of
the nerves of some part of the body,
usually caused by lack Of nerve nourishment If you are nervous you
need a nerve food something to tone
wiiu oucugmcu jtmr nerves,
xvexail
Olive Oil Emulsion Is the ideal'nerve-foo- d
tonic, a real medicine for the
nerves, a real builder or strength and
health for the blood and every part
of the system. It is not a stimulant.
It contains no alcohol or
"tonics"
drugs, as many
do that stimulate your heart and muscles for a short time after taking, only
to leave you weaker and worse off
than before. It is a real medicine, containing Ingredients necessary to overcome your weakness and nervousness,
and give new strength and life and
health to every part. It may not
make you feel better the first day because the nerve and tissue foods It
contains need time to get into the
blood before the good work of upbuilding can begin. But it will make
you feel better and less nervous before you have taken anywhere near as
much of it as you have of other things
that did you nothing but harm. If It
does not if It fails to satisfy you in
every way, we want you to tell us so
and get your money back.
You who are weak and
and you who are apparently well now,
but are liable to suffer from various
cold weather ailments, use Rexall
Olive Oil Emulsion to get and keep
well and strong. For the tired-out- ,
nervous, emaciated or debilitated the convalescing growing
children aged people it Is a sensible aid to renewed strength, better
spirits, growing hearth.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion king of
the celebrated Rexall Remedies Is
for freedom from sickness of you and
your family. pleasanMasting unlike
the cod liver oil preparations you'll
be as enthusiastic about it as we are
when you have noted its strengthening, invigorating, building-up- ,
effects. If it does not help
you, your money will be given back
to you without argument Sold in this
community v. only at our store The
Rexall Store one of the more than
7,000 leading drug stores in the United State, Canada and Great Britain.
E. OY Morphey, corner Sixth and Doug.,
las; 'Streets, East Las Vegas, N. M.

19, 1913.

HOW TO USE RED CROSS
SEALS

.

,

of the postofflce department,
"be affixed to the reverse side of
domestic mail matter," and $iot
on the address side of any pack- ages that are going through the
mall. They may be placed any- where on matter going by ex- press. .As many seals may be
used on the back of a letter or
package as may be desired. Care
should be exercised in sending
merchandise through the mails
not to place seals over strings
with which the package is tied,
since this seals the package
against inspection and subjects
it to first class postage rates.
Red Cross seals may be used on
the reverse side of mail matter
sent to Austria, Germany, Great
Britain and most of the British
colonies, except India and Aus- tralia. Guatemala, Uruguay and
Portugal refuse to admit mail
e
stamps.
bearing
Certain European countries will
return to the sender any mail
bearing Red Cross seals on the
address side. Red Cross seals
may be used on the face of
checks, on bills, on legal docu- ments and on anyj commercial
'paper. These Christmas seals
are not good for postage. They
will not carry any mail matter,
but any kind of mail matter will
carry them.

habit-formin- g

disease-preventin-

Adv.

-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 19. A stronger
tone In stocks prevailed throughout
the morning session. Bullish opera-

tions were conducted with more confidence, and an improvement in sentiment was apparent. The rise in seasoned dividend-payinstocks was in
response to a demand in sympathy to
suggested increased outside buying, although covering of short committments was a large factor.
g

Who should worry?

it;-

TAUPE R.T
JEWELER.
Advises representing monetary conditions abroad were more favorable,
and tie easier tone of day to day accommodations in the home market assisted operations on the long1 'side.
Canadian Pacific, which was exceptionally weak yesterday, led the rise,
and a large number of representative
shares advanced In a striking fashion.
The volume of business contracted at
the higher quotations, traders reducing their operations after a partial
run was had of the shorts. Bonds
were firm. .
Prospects of another favorable bank
statement and the large
to the Lehigh. Valley bond issue
stimulated bullish,
activity again.
Prices went well beyond the morning's
high figures, with particular strength
in Canadian Pacific, Union Pacific and
the coalers.
The market closed strong. The ad:
vance continued to the end,'! with
largely increased dealings. Union Pacific and Canadian
Pacific scored
gains of three and four points respectively, and other shares were up from
one to three. The last sales were:
70
Amalgamated Copper
'.103
Sugar
93R
Atchison .
J
Northern Pacific .
.f f , ... . ..108
Reading
Ujf...'.iM:,
. . . '86
Southern Pacific . . . . .
Union Pacific
..154
United States SteelK . . . . . i ; j w 57
United States Steel, pfd.. .. . . . lilOoH

any decided rally in wheat Prices
started a shade, to M lower,, recovered to a trifle above last
night's level
and then sagged again. The close
was firm
to
cent above last
night.

Forecasts of lower temperatures
west overcame weakness in corn. The
market at the outset varied from
lower to a like amount up and then
hardened to a moderate extent. The
Close Was easv X4fi)U rent not lour.
i 78 vain aavance.
Commission orders to purchase oats
at any decline made that cereal firm.
First sales of provisions ranged
irom 2Mj8'5 cents off to a shade ad
vance with a slight setback Jater. Tb.i
closing quotations were as follows;
Wheat, May 914; July 88U."' ''

.

Corn, Deo.

Oats,

May

69; May 69',j(,
41; July 41:

ir,k,;Jam,.$2X,62; May $23.80.
ird
May $10.97.
Ribs, Jan. $10.77; May $11.05.

JannQ.62;

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 19. Hoga,
receipts ff4000. Market 5 cents lower.
BUlk $7.407.65; heavy $7.557.70;
packers and butchers $7.507.70;
lights $7.357.60; puigs $6.507.15.
Cattle, receipts 1,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers
$8.2510;
dressed beef steers $78.25; western
steers $67.60; southern steers $5.53
7; cows $4.407; heifers $6.50
9.50; stockers and feeders $5.50
7.50; bulls $57; calve3 $6.5010.50.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Sheep, reecipts 3,000, Market steaChicago, Dec. 19. Mild weather ov- dy. Lambs $77. 65 yearlings $5.50
er the greater part of the winter
6.75: wethers $4.50(3)5.25; ewea 4
4.60.
crop belt tended today to prevent

.t.'.

THIS GREAT

Bazaar
loiiaay
RENDERS

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
iit-

Off

1-- 3

All Goats,

Suits

g

,

and
Dresses
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;
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On the strength of Joint: good for
tune in the new "Henrietta," William
F. Crane and Douglas Fairbanks are
to act together for four seasons to
come. In the course of that time, they
purpose to act In a new play written
particularly for them and in revivals
of "The Merry Wives," "The Rivals"
and "She Stoops to Conquer." In the
three classic comedies Mr. Crane will
play Falstaff,' Old Absolute and Hard-castland Mr. Fairbanks Slender,
Acres and "Tony Lumpkin.

But Teaipert has

...

run-dow-

run-dow-

Only a Few More Days to
Select That Present

Red Cross seals should, In ac- cordance with order No. 5,020

A

PLEASURE

of lovely suggestive
Jzdl gifts are out on display. Hosts of
cute things for babies and children; )i(
quantities of desirable presents for
grown-u- p
folks; all, all are here. So
many nice things are found here that
Christmas Shopping is rendered a plea
sure and not a task.

THOUSANDS

Smashing
Reductions
.

--

,i..

In All
"ft:'

Departments

ITS ONLY A FEW DAYS TILL

XM AS

Settle that Big Question. What Shall I Give?, at

BACHARACH'S
Ther Will Be "Something Doing" Here on

,

"l

' '

EVERYONE INVITEli TO BE

, Before giving up their tenancy of
the St. James Theater in London,
Granville Barker and Lillian McCarthy will pay their respects to the repertory system by reviving six plavs
in three weeks.
The plays selected
are "The Wild Duck," Masefield's
"Nan," Moliere's "Le Mariage Force,"
Shaw's "The Doctors Dilemma" and
Maeterlinck's "The Death of Tlnta-giles.-"
,

,

Wltlf US

BRING YOUR FRIENDS

The Spirit of Xmas Is Abroad, Everybody Happy
The spirit of brotherly love and assistance hovers over this "Store of Xmas Spirit." It pervades
every nook and corner. Come in and absorb some of the "Spirit" and let U3 be of assistance in
r
';, J'
j
helping you make your
j
,j
'

j

,

?

-

"We Are Seven," a new whimsical
comedy hy Eleanor Gates, author of
"The Poor Little Rich Girl," has been
given its first production. The prinElls-lecipal parts are played by Effie
Bessie
Barriscale,
Russ Whythal,
Jane Peyton and William Raymond.

r,

'THE

jTHE

STORE OF

(AUTY'

STORE

GIFT
STORE

OPE
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o
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EVENINGS

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PROGRAM TONIGHT

PERSONALS

AT THE

MUTUAL MOVIES

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romalne. Adv.
C. E. Baer of Albucfuerque came In
last night for a short business visit.
J. D. Rlchey of Maxwell, N. M., was
a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
A. O. Goerlich came In last night
from El Porvenir and will remain here
for several days.,
. .Huyler'a
candies at Murphey's.
fresh, came in by express. Adv.
J. Linn of Albuquerque came In yesterday evening for a few days' business visit In Las Vegas.
0. Bucher arrived In the city last
night from his home in Optimo, N. M.,
for a few days' business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Blattman of Albuquerque came In yesterday "evening
for a few days' visit with friends.
Murray carleton of Watrous, returned last night from his home at St.
Ixjuls where he has been visiting for
the past few weeks.
Initial letter paper and Initial correspondence cards at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
J. U. Lindherg of La Junta, Colo.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
'will be a business visitor in Las Vegas for the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Joseph of New
York City arrived in Las Vegas last
might'pr a few days' visit. They are
cn their way to California.
Beautiful' designs, graceful shapes.
Rich finish In Imported hand painted
China at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
H. W. Kelly, of the firm of Gross
Xelly & Company, returned liaSl' night
from Los Angeles, Calif., where' he has'
been on business for the past several

BRIDGE STREET

"THE JUDGMENT"

A TwojBeel

Feature Drama. .(Majestic.)
"THE MARRIAGE OF NIANTINA" A Clever Drama. (Majestic.)

OUR SALE IS ON

S.

A.U.D.

G, IS A

NEW ONE IN
Get busy before

our stock

I10THAM

is exhuasted

REMEMBER! our entire
stock of ladles and misses tailored suits and ladles, misses

IT IS A SORT OF A COMPANION
ORGANIZATION TO THE FAMOUS SPUGS

and children's coats, and also
our entire stock of men's and

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

es all taste the same, except the
bisque or whatever it may be that Is
served as soup.
If pink coloring matter is put in it
it is scheduled as "bisque of lobster."
If it is served straight It may be
bisque of anything the chef chooses
to call it. The difference In flavor
is only marked as between the taste
of a Swiss waiter's thumb whether it
be gloved or ungloved.
But reform is creeping into our
intolerable banqueting system. Not
in the food,' for that reform would
necessitate giving brains to hotel
cooks, and all that hotel cooks know
of brains is that they can be cooked
a hundred different ways without having, any taste to them.
The reform I speak of Is an automatic airbrake signal at the speaker's
table. It was first introduced at the
dinner of the safety and sanitation
conference. At this dinner a green
light was flashed when it was within
two minutes of the end of the speaker's alloted time. At the exact end
the windsmith was flagged with a red
light.
It was a great success, but the time
limit was shortened without notice to
some prosy orators until the flashing
of red and green made the speakers
look like a klnemacolor movie that is
"fringing."
This new signal light speaker's
safety system Should be installed at
oade at every big banquet.
Any
who runs over signals should
be promptly shot by a concealed sharpshooter in the ladies gallery.
Pending the installation of the colored signal safety shut off, those addicted to the banquet habit who have
resolved to eschew both dyspepsia and
boredom (j may still enjoybig New
York banquets If they will "get something to eat before they attend and
leave before the speaking commences.
There is a greater field in New
York City at this writing for the S.
A. V. D., G. (Society for the Abolition
of Useless Dinner Giving) than there
is for lots of the other Initiated organizations. Roy L. McCardell in the
New York World.

19, 1913.

FIVE

A SUITABLE AND APPROPRIATE

XMAS:GIFT
Open savings accounts with this bank in the names of those persons you wish to
member, and let your holiday gifts be represented by the passbooks.

PEOPLES BANK
CAP,TAL

U.-lK-

$H4,a.C3
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prove Patrick's innoceaca
murderer of William Marsh and gain a pardon for him,-- .
"
Rice, died here today. Patrick and
ia-;- their children were at the bedside.
Mrs. Patrick as Mrs. Addle M. Fran- Subscribe for The QPtJv

SANTA CLAUS HEADQUARTERS
ONLY 4 SHOPPING DAYS LEFT

Sixth
OPEN EVENINGS

UDu-vs,JiiL!Ulill-

!

Reduction in Holiday Jewelry and All
Goods

Celler's Jewelry Store.

nnnnnnnir

j.2.iuft.75'

-

.

Daisy Air Rifles, 1.50 to 12.50
Single Barrel Shot Guns-'.6.75o
Toy Guns
lot Skates for boys and girls95o
Ball Bearing Skates, all
U
sizes
Christmas !Candles, box
10c
Candle Holders, 4osa;& i6c.
Tennis Rackets, 750 to
?3.50
Thermos Bottles, 100 to.$3.G9
Velocipedes, steel tires, 1.75
to
$3.00
Velocipedes, rubber tires, $3
to
f 1.&0
$5.00
Hand Cars, $3.50 to
Express Wagons, 95o to 12.50
12.00
Steel Coasters, $1 to
.$7.50
Tricycles, girls', $3 to
Toy Collapsible Carts, EOo
5S.50
to Toy Rockers and Chairs, 25c
50

'

41

da, was married to Patrick soon after

hia conviction for the murder of Rice,
Mrs. Albert
FcV the ensuing 12 years she devotesl
T. Patrick, whose husband served 12
her entire time and expended $50,009
years In Sing Sing prison, as theU-lege- d in efforts to

1

one-thir-

li

Tulsa, Okla., Dec. 19.

.
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DEVOTED WIFE DIES

a.

'

t.

.j;Cil.C-jI.i,U--

BRACELETS
CUFF LINKS
LOCKETS AND
CHAINS

after-dinne-

uudull

-

lid
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TRUST CO.
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A society for the Abolition of Use
1
less Dinner Giving.
Why not? I'm for it.
boy's clothing will go at
There's the S. P. C. A. and the
S. P. U. G. and the A. I. C. P. all
doing good and needed work. Let's
i r
have the S. A.
o
''
'
For wnat purpose?
,
Every other item in our store
In three December weeks in New
will be sold at greatly reduced
York more than 50 great public banhave been given, are being givquets
prices.
en, will be given'.
It is estimated that more than 20,- 000, more or less merry", gentlemen;
will let nothing them dismay in the
Hoffman & Graubartb
way of eating, drinking and after-diner oratory and will cheerfully pay
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
weeks.
out the estimated cost of $150,000
Phone Main 104
Claude shumway of Wisconsin, who
for the big eats the while they wail
has been In the city for the past few
of hard times and talk mournfully
of the ubiquitous recrudescence of
days, left last night for' Albuquerque,
where he will remain fttr the next few
that famous veteran, old General De
'
f'"
TOO MANY VARIETIES
days on a visit.
pression.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Gongzales, former
Bur let not the impoverished rich
AMI'
in general, or the broke who is broke
residents of Las Vegas, came in last
WHICH TO PICK in
night from their home In Bakersfield,
particular, bewail further. At this
season of the year no wealthy man
Calif., for a several weeks' visit with
friends and relatives.
of good moral character whose even DON'T LET YOUR HAIR
THE HOUSEWIFE WILL BE BEWILSPOIL JYOUR GOOD LOOKS
ing attitre is not too worn or ragged
Llggett's Chocolates, the best and
DERED AT THE NUMEROUS
Take the right care of your hair,
need go without a good dinner, espurest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
EATABLES OFFERED
Store. Adv.
pecially if he has any ability as an and Instead of spoiling your good
r
looks. It will improve them. You can't
speaker.
Together .., with the selecting of
There are 50 great banquets to at- beautify, your hair with barettes, rib
Christmas gifts and the chooRint of
itri
Will
tend and there are several hundred bons and such- things. Knick-knackeatables
for the Sunday dinner, the
LIUU If ILL hum
If
make homely hair look even worse,
housewife will find herself in a most lodge and club dinner, "beefsteaks"
and "eating rackets' generally going because the contrast shows off Its
condition.
It is not the on all over the
ATONJBUNCH TONIGHT distressing
great New York, from ugliness to greater effect.
limited amount of things that are on
If you want beautiful hair soft,
to
the
Brooklyn
Bronx, every night,
the market that will be the hard
lustrous and, glossy use Har
silky,
this
of
the
month
any
night,
during
GAME WILL BE PLAYED BY TELE- point, but the selection from the huge big eats December.
mony Hair Beaubifler, a dainty, liquid
variety that will furnish the dif
PHONE; EXCITEMENT IS
Now will Job Hedges Dr. Talcott hair dressing. Use rt also if you want
ficulty.
EXPECTED
Patrick Francis Murphy, your hair to go into place In wavy,
Williams,
In every grocery store and meat
Mayor-elec- t
Mitchel, Augustus Thom- graceful fashion more easily, and
Christmas
The return bowling game between market in the city are
as, George F. Kunz, Joseph H. Choate, stay where you put It. It overcomes
dethe Raton and Las Vegas Elks will dainties. The cream of the land
Taft, Hon. William J. the unpleasant, oily odor with a
to
Sake place this evening when the two abounds. Fruits such as have not been
rose
easy
Very
lightful
fragrace.
WhitBryan,
McAneny,
Prendergast,
teams will play by telephone. Las seen here for many months may be man and all the other noted sure-fir- e
apply simply sprinkle a little on
Vegas at the local Elks' club and the purchased while every other line Is orators have speakers' sore throat un- your hair each time before brushing
complete.
Apples, oranges, grapes,
Raton bunch on their own alleys.
til New Year's sees the turn of the it Contains no oil; will not change
The first game between these two grapefruit, strawberries, red raspber tide after every hotel, .every public color of hair, nor darken gray hair.
Td keep hair and ecalp dandruff- teams ended with the local Elks team ries and Jnany other delicate fruits are
catering house, every club and in
in the lead by a large margin. This seen, or will be ion the market by Mon many mansions there will be eating free and clean, use Harmony Sham
time the Raton bunch promise to have day.
and drinking Gargantuan and galore! poo. This pure liquid shampoo gives
In vegetable anything desired may
Ima stronger lineup and doubtless will
And with Christmas coming the ex- an instantaneous rich lather that
be obtained, while the meat offered
of
to
penetrates
every
mediately
part
play a stronger garo6r
f
no
small
of
these
is
dinners
pense
Last night at the Elk$' club a game is excellent. Turkeys,' geese, ducks. item. Two dollars a plate Is the mini hair and scalp, insuring a quick, thor
was bowled to pick out the team that rabbits and the choicest of the stand mum. That's what
Washed off Just as
they call a peo ough cleansing.
should bowl against the Gate City this ard stock of meats are ready. Any of ple's dinner. Seven dollars a plate quickly, the entire operation takes
evening. The five highest men were these may be purchased for Sunday's in the average, ten a plate is not un only a few moments. Contains noth:hosen. They are E. J.' McWenie, dinner, and doubtless it ill be a dis- usual, while New York's three annual ing that can harm the hair; leaves no
harshness or stickiness just a sweet
Xeslie Witten, David Conway, "Man- tinctly dainty and tasty meal. sheriff's dinners cort $50 a plate.
r
Jiiitny' Henrlquez and Charles O'Mailey.
The diner regular can tell by one cleanliness.
'
come
in
Both
Maloof left this afternoon for
This squad, with a substitute, fwill
preparations
glance at the menu what the dinner
ornamental
La Junta, Colo., wheer he will be on cost. A $2 dinner calls for six French
xwl this evening.
bottles, with
very
Bean-tifie- r,
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
The game will start at 8 o'clock. All business for several days.
names of food, $5 dinner for eight sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair
$1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
E. D. Raynolds left this morning for and you buy, your own,
Elks ana their ladies are invited to be
champagne.
preslntJ A second team will bowl Albuquerque on a short business visit. A $7 dinner has nine French dishes Both guaranteed to satisfy you in evMiss Almy Schafee left this after- and a
ery way, or your money back. Sold
agsllst the Jlcked five.
George Arliss has passed the one
quart of wine to every four in this
at our store
noon for Dawson where she will spend
community
only
thousand
mark in his appearances as
bottle
means
A,
dinner
$10
a
persons.
Gaby Deslys Isi to go to the Pacific Christmas. She Is a student of the of wine to every three persons, bet- yiieSJRexall Store one of the; wore Beaconsfield in "DisraelL"
than 7,000 leading drug stores of the '
coast for a long engagement.
Normal University.
if - H lli
ter cigars and a swmnw to take home
United
States, Canada and Great Brit- to your wife.
name of the "comedy by James
The
which own the big Harmony lab- But pity the poor "prominent citi aln,
in which May Robson Is to
Forbes,
oratories la Boston, where the many j
zen wno cannot refuse for Business,
called
is
"The Clever Woman."
star,
and
lerfumes
celebrated Harmony
social or political reasons to accept
Toilet preparations are made. E. G.
Invitations to these great metropolitan
Charles Dickson has a new musical
Murphey, corner Sixth and Douglas
potlatches, night after night and week
Laa Vegas, N. M. Adv. farce "The Lovely American," which
East
Streets,
after week, during the New York banhe is planing to produce some time
quet season.
before the close of the present sea-spA sure fatality that attends, success
"
;
Bert Williams, the clever negro
j"-,;''''. '."j.
in our city is that one gets Invited and
Klaw
to
be
starred
Is
by
must attend 8of many gorgeous gorges, comedian,
and Florence Ziegfeld ..Charles Frohman is to produce anand
Look at our 'mayor-elecin the 50 iti Erlanger
called;, "Robinson other Barrle playlet, called "The Litgreat banquets advertised and notice Crusoe."
tle Policeman."
able (and there- may be a hundred
more, as costly slipping by on the
quiet), the Hon. John Purroy Mitchel
0
d
has signified he will attend
of them! Heaven help him and many
of Health Club Baking Powder will do all that you could exother notable victims of French cookpect any baking powder to do no
ery served at buzzer signals by drillmatter what its price.
ed lackeys food that was cooked earour policy of keeping our stockialways fresh, we offer choice
For Pies, Biscuits, Cakes,
ly in the day and kept warm for the
Waffles or Muffins for any kind of
dinner.
Jewelry and everything we have, much below its customary
home baking in fact you'll
All big banquets are alike In that
value.
find Health Club to be the
the food, is costly and without savor
strongest, purest and most
tiresome
and the speeches generally
Any thin? in our store is yours at 20 percent Discount for
economical Baking Powder obFrench
of
season
Is
the
It
and
stupid.
tainable at any price.
Cash, a Material Saving, if you help us now to convert it
i
and haw In
in
food
hem
and
seasoning
nto money.
Order a trial can today for tospeaking.
morrow's baking then judge.
."
our
around
Around and around and
A
distinguished guests" must bo to listSold In 10c, 15c S 25c Cant
en to "our distinguished speakers."
Br all Good Cracera
521
St.
Our distinguished guests know the
'
stories of our distingulBhed speakers
as well as they know the menu. The
L
li
speeches sound the same and the dish

Actual Cost

...

.

to

$2.50

Now lot Bissol's Carpet

Sweepers

-

20 Per Cent Off

Onu

"

;;;J-

Ladies' Desks.
.
Musio Cabinets ..
Morris Chairs
,
Library Cases
Dressing Tables
Turkish Rockers
Combination Book Cases
Card Tables
Smokers' Stands
Parlor Suites
China Closests Buffets
Library and Parlor Tables
and
Cable-Nelso- n
Pianaa
.

CCarts

Toy

1

.

J .j

111
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i ii iJ

it
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off ea IVsto'.?;:
Biigs cr,;l Suit Crises

One-Fourt-

$3.00
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never more favorable heer to his win- weather go out and race. Since 1893
ning the cup next summer. And he the contests have nejer meant anyhas always been sanguine that the thing aside from the fact that they
yacht designers, yacht builders and weer international struggles, and 'the
:
yacht sailors of Great Dritain could results have determined nothing save
LUCK
win back the cup. Even in compet- the superiority in handling a combi
ing under the old rules that permit- nation wind and water freak. Pecuted of radical and
break de- liar significance therefore attaches
cau- - to tlie coming contest in that it will
he
a
felt
that
certain
signs
only
tion or conservativeness on the part be between the best real yachts two
of Fife and Watson fettered the pos- countries can produce. They still
'THIRTEENTH DEFENSE OF AMER-- , sibilities of their creations, while he will be beautiful creations to look up
is conrttfent that Nicholson,; who is on and will have tremendous driving
ICA'S CUP, WE THINKS, WILL
!
BE A FAILURE
turning out his new challenger, pos- power and speed.
The late A. Gary Smith, veteran desesses that certain quality of daring,
to
take
or
and a close observer of every
one
call
whatever
19.
it,
have
may
There
Dec.
signer
New York,
fceen 12 contests for ilie AmericVs cup the final step that will insure suc cup match- sailed in American waif
when Sir Thomas first
cess.
ters.
that
said
felt
Then
he
has
An
even
always
on this side of the Atlantic.
dozen times the New Yorls Yacht club he could get away from racing under spoke of challenging with a ShamSias successfully defended It. Thir- the old conditions that unquestionably rock IV.:
"More cut races, eh? Well, that
teen may not prove an ill omen, but favored the defender and compete unwould
build
the
favor
opens up another chapter of yachtin
Jt is known that Sir Thomas Lipton der rules that
of
wholesome
boats
instead
of
lnz
a
IV
possibilities, and we had better think
Shamrock
the
thinks
perfect
winged scows ho would at least start a minute.
fchamrock is always
"It will not do any harm to looi
offset any ill luck that former Sham- with an even break.
rocks have had to contend with, Heretofore the challenger in order back a few years, and in doing so con
Vorklng a spell in favor of the chal- to cross the ocean has had to be sider the boats engaged, their design
de- ers and the sailing masters mixed up
lenger and against the baker's dozer stronger or heavier built than the
races. Experience
race
to
had
which
has
only with these cup
8roposltion the defenders will have fender,
Newand rigging small
on
Sound
over
in
the
courses
off
with.
designing
gained
to deal
Sir Thomas has good advisers on port or off Sandy Hook. If it storm- boats is of little use if the jump to
this side of the water, and he has ed she could remain at a sheltered lame ones is made without the pro
8een told by them that things were anchorage and in light or moderate gressive steps. The man acquainted
with the small boat, under these cir
cumstances, does not change, and
when in. the large boat fails to realize
that the weight of the gear and the
Btrains incident to it grow as the size
of the boat is increased. Thus, the
would be
perfect rig of a small boat
one.
a
on
useless
large
"Then in the cup contests, as it has
been proven so often, with perfect
must be
rig on the cup boats there
in
something approaching perfection
prothe
obtain
to
master
the sailing
invintW!W!b"
mm f&xmmper returns. A man may be
iiipignpipimiiii TfnnTii rr
mjiwuiiiiui
but
crew,
and
boat
small
a
with
cible
would be lost in charge or a wrg
It is the old army problem,
vessel.
over again. Hundreds may successof men,
fully command a small body
at the
of
are
being
few
capable
but
head of a large body.
"In the last few years very little has
professional
been done to develop
skippers in this country. Yachtsmen
here like to sail their own vessels and
use the skipper to advise and to care
for the yacht. Therefore, experts are
at a premium. The selection of Captain William S. Dennis by Alexander
Smith Crochran for his cup boat, undoubtedly was the best one that could
have been made."
i
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THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
1

immiiiiui
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

1,050 FULiy EQUIPPED AT VOlffi D00S

1
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II
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OVERLAND HODEL

59T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

Las Veoas AoloraoMIe

&

Machine

Co

Wm. Wbalen, Prop.

Phone Mala 344.

$50,000.00

r

6V
J.

M. Cunningham,

D. T, Hoskins, Casnler.
S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

President

E.

Frank Springer,

ON TIME

INTEREST PAID

DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
1

CAPITAL STOCK

:

-

-

$30,000.00

Office mik the San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HAYDON

-

1-

1

As, in

the past, only

K. V. KELLY
D. T. EOSION3

Interest Paid On Deposits

CHAPMAN

ii

COLUMN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

Z

ri

s'uu

CAFE

Vl.i.il ....

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnco preferred.
Five

-

r

.

rnwn, secretary.

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

NO 2

LOCAL TIME CARD

conclave fee; 4 Tues-- r
to each aienU at M.
East Bound
ool Ttmyl at 7:l p. v. Q.
Arrive
Depart
KtokaL . C; Cha. Tamme, Re- No. 2, .. 7:20
7:45 p. m.
p. m
corder.
No. 4. ..11:54 p. m
11:59 p. m.

tT

r.

No. 8.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
S, ROY- No. 10.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- -

Tocauon first Monday In
each month at Masonic
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O.
nr m r
Temple at
Blood, Secretary.
7.-s-

.

Wt t
'

. .
. .

2:25 a. m
2:30 a. m.
1:35 p. m.. ... 2:00 p. m.
West Bound

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1 .

.

3.
7.
9.

. .

.

. .

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

Depart

p. m

p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

a. m
p. m
p. m

a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1.

Meets every Mondav nvenW
ATTORNEY
NUMBER, MAIN L
their hall on Sixth street All
Tilting
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to atteud
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hnnkea
P. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
George
Lehman, V. Q.
Attorneys-at-La1. m. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werti
New Mexlee
Treasurer; c. V. Hedgcock, Cemeterj Las Vegas.
WANTED First class cook.
217 Trustee.
Railroad avenue.
OPTIC

Wanted

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Inquire are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

For Sale
DOR SALE
1215

Heating stove.

Seventh street.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

For Kent

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
Cottage In desirable W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
first and third Mondays of each
neighborhood, newly painted, papered, electric lights. Low rate, month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Phone Purple 5301.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
employed,
comfortable, furnished 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
room; no health seekers. Phone Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Purple 5301.
East Las Vegas, N. M,

-i-
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wo rurnisnea

for light housekeeping.
except heat. T. J. Carvill,

rooms
Modern
810

Lin-coi-

fur

Miscellaneous

FIRST CLASS table board,
road avenue.

217 Rail- -

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
if

V

s

It

--

IV

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.

'

giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do hny
way when you
learn how Much

I

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR really is.

KENT Five room house 91!i
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuei
Avenue.
day of the month in the vestry room
of Temple" Montefiore at 8 o'clock J
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in

Made

by GER-

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlw
Greenclay, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill, Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
N. ML
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsui; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Vlsitin?
Montague,
members are especially welcooe and
uuo i A bunch of keys. Return to cordially invited.
Optic and received reward

SONS'frAA
STANDARD

SILVER

Lost

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 18f
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

FRENCH
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
iourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

EMPRESS
can be oV- tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
me
MERCHANTS CAFE

JONES-BOWEfl-

' M

AfJO

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
Kegnur com - i 102 Meets every Monday night M
uiuiucauon rirai and O. R. C. hall, on nonelan
mt
Thursday Is S o'clock
A
Visitlnc mflmW.
.
north msinfV.
.
i
many welcome, j. u. wenz, tTM
t.
1
00rdlU3r
JT. Buhler, Secretary; O.
Bally, Treasurer.
o

Ji

W IS ,

ADVER

We have gained our point," said
The Best Place to Eat
Mrs. De Forest, after the conference.
Hitherto the question ha? lain with
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
the customs, and now it lies with the
in Las Vegas
steamship companies. And the steamship companies have promised, at
C. C. CLAYTON,
least six of them, to. judge women as
Prop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
men."
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
And the delegation well pleased,
went home to discuss the new prob
lem of clothes which the new right to
climb a sea ladder from the deck of a Professional Health Culture for Ladles
tugboat filled with men has now put
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
in the list of questions mat must be general Massage, Hair and
Scalp
solved.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
CHIEF JUSTICE 60 YEARS OLD
Hotel Romalne
19. Sir
Dec.
Ottawa, Ontar,TQ,
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Charles Fitzpatrick, chief justice or
the supreme court of Canada, was the
MONUMENT CO
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
13. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.

k
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RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

THEY ARE PERMITTED NOW TO
CLIMB SEA LADDERS OF
OCEAN LINERS

5
President
Vice President
Treasurer

5he OPTIC

LOBBY

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

RIGHT

have been barred from climbing the
ladders from revenue cutters to
steamships at quarantine, when their
need for climbing was urgent, so, In
the future only women with clothes
which bind and flutter will be barred
from the same ladders when their
need Is equally urgent, says the New
York Post The first pass which has
ever been granted to a woman from
the collector of customs for boarding
a steamship at quarantine is about
to be granted. It is not known as
yet who this first favored feminine
climber will be, but it is thought that
Mrs. Inez Milholland Boissevain may
be the one, when she meets her husband, who is returning to this coun
try ill.
The question was settled this morn
ing when four suffragists, Mrs. Nora
Blatch de Forest, Mrs. Norman deR.
Whltehouse, Mrs. Mabel Potter Dag
gett and Mrs. Frances Maude Bjork- man, visited Dudley Field Malone,
collector of customs, at his office In
the custom house. Representatives
from slix steamship companies were
also there, for in the last analysis the
decision rests with them, and It is
through the courtesy of the master of
a steamship that even the bearer of
a pass may board the ship. The Ham
line, the American
the Cunard
line, the Holland-Americthe French line and the North Ger
man Lloyd were ably represented, and
voiced their fears that the average
woman could not climb a ladder, try
as she might. "That is just the
point," Interjected Nora Blatch de
Forest "It Is not the average woman who must be considered. The av
erage woman does not know how to
get off a street car, either, but that is
no reason why the woman who does
know how should be prevented from
doing it." It was a good argument
and the steamship committee, in uni
son, decided to regard the passes of
GOVERNOR women with as much favor as those
FIRST
REMEMBERS
of men, and to allow them to board
Madison, Wis., Dec. 19. Today was
if their good judgment so dictated.
annivers100th
as
the
recalled here
"Just how do you advise that wom
ary of the birth of Wisconsin's first en dress in order to climb?" asked
Mr.
Nelson
Dewey.
state governor,
the suffragists eagerly.
pewey was a native of Coanecticut,
"Oh, don't get me mixed up in that
life.
in
early
but came to Wisconsin
of it,' said Mr. Malone, looking
He began the practice of law in 1838 part
the
at
representatives.
active
became
and at the same time
'said the rep
"Far be it f room us
in democratic politics. He served sevSo
resentatives.
the
question of
eral terms in the territorial assembly
comes back to the worn
dress
really
Wisconof
elected
was
governor
and
after all.
sin on its organization as a state in en themselves,
The trouble all began last fall when
1848.
Miss Eleanor Booth Simmons, a news
paper woman, was kept from a good
TONIGHT
FIGHTS FOR
12 story by the rule which allowed no
Cal Delaney vs. Matt Brock,
women to take the revenue cutter. "I
rounds, at Akron, O.
went to Mr. Mitchell for a pass," says
10
vs.
Joe
Mandqt,
Ketchel
Steve
Miss Simmons, "and he said a pass
rounds, at Racine, Wis.
had never been granted to a woman,
10
vs.
White,
Ad Wolgast
Charley
and so it could not be thought of,
rounds, at Milwaukee.
Also he said he feared yie average
woman
could not climb the ladder,
A syndicate composed of George M
and
that
although I could climb it, It
well
Cohan, Sam Harris and other
a bad precedent for those
set
would
known theatrical men is planning to
who could not. As a matter of fact
build a mamoth amusement paiace
I hardly think it Is an adventure that
near Columbus Circle in New York. women
crave, and they will hardly
It unless It Is imperative."
undertake
teen
not
who
has
Mabel Rowland,
Two of the delegation this morning
seen on the stage for several years, are
newspaper women themselves,
will return to musical comedy at the Mrs. Mabel Potter
Daggett and Mrs.
La Salle opera house, Chicago.
Frances Maude Bjorkman, and they
well presented the position of the

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

vhe

NEW

.

3

19, 1913.

lb.

..20c per

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Dslvery
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Dsllvery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsllvery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Dsllvery
Less than 50 Ibs Each Dsllvery

1C9
1fia lha

9K

,.30o

pr

10t las.

40c par 1M lbs.
. ...,.60o par 101 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Nataral Ice, the Partly
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega famous.

Mi

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

p

1Tj

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

S

recepient of many congratulations today on the sixtieth anniversary ot his
birth. Sir Charles is a native of Que
bec. He began the practice of law in
1877 and eoon became one of the heat
known members of the legal profession in Canada. Previous to Ma appointment as chief justice in 1906 he
had eeryed as solicitor general for
five years and as minister of justice
for a similar period.
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Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
.
.
.
.
.
.
yovi, and invite you to look at their goods.
THE BROWNE THEATRE
MURPHEY'S DR.UG STORE What Makes a Better
FRIDAY

Christmas Present

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Normal Glee Club and Orchestra

Admission 10 and 20c

PARISIAN
SHOPPING

IVORY, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED

INITIAL. BOX PAPER, CORRESPONDENCE

BAGS,

LATES, HUYLER'S

Men's Felt Hats
CLEANED and BLOCKED

CHINA, GIFT

CANDIES,

FRENCH

PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,

MESH

LIGGETT'S

BAGS,
CHOCO-

i

(P)

;X (

MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS
Everything strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome

7

TRY US THIS YEAR.

Simpkins Bros. Candv Co.

hy Not Let Us
Make You
Christma s Present?

It Takes (hp
Ring to Keep

the Girl
i

i urcuasc a nug wormy 01
the occasion. It will be if i
'

t3

comes from us.

Emenaker

candy; special

A Very Appropriate Christmas Present
A black of brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top
IFjYOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK

614 Dougla.s Ave.

I

15 CENTS PER FOUND AND UP

Special prices to Churches, Schools and other

large buyers

Potter Candy Co.

NT FORGET
That When in Need of

PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family Liquor Store Main 212, the most
Liquor House in
te

the state

McClures
Variety Shop
that's the place the people
are talking about for Xmas
picture framing
First In First Served
703

-

Douglas Ave.

Buy'aJPerlect

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xmas Present
1
1

From

II. S. VAN PETTEN
General State Agent

1--

3

OFF

Mexican Art Jewelry

Simmons Gold Filled Neck
Chains, Lockets, Bracelets

including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Christmas gifts

Optic Publishing Company

and Ladies' Long Watch
Chains and Solid Gold Rings

We have the most original line in the West

Sixbino Lujan

W. F. Doll

The Jeweler

509 6th. St.

Just Received

We Have a Complete Line
:OF:

Holiday Goods

Second shipment of fall and
winter suits. Classiest line

Come early and
avoid the rush

For your Selection-

ever displayed in this city

-

'

JOSEPH HILLC3AND
Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

Central Drug

Co.

K. D. GOODALL. Manager

WHY NOT AMesmp
V. M. O. A:
YOUR PRESENT
FOR CHRI8TMA8
BOY 9
AS

A

f

PURE HOME MACE CANDY

Pay us $7.50-- if you want the paper
by carrier. Pay us $6.50if you want
the paper by mail. And we will give
you The Daily Optic and your choice of
the following magazines for one year:
The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

The Jeweler

Hedgcock

I

OUR CANDIES

Let MURPHEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS
523 Sixth St

;

"

BRASS GOODS.

AT

LA

than a couple of magazines or one of tie leading dally papers?
Leave your order at once at BAER'S CURIO STORE, 521
SixU
street. Call for an "American Subscription Catalogue" to get
best clubbing rates. Close attention given your orders. Magazines and papers delivered promptly at your door.
'

"

Caa You Think of a Better Present?
We've 70 Now But Can Take Care of More

Bridge Street

-

.'C2APEBY.AKa FULL

VtiMftaL,tdj

"S

lulu

Hade et the

Shumate Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.
Those Main 221

rt e
r3
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LOCAL NEWS

We Have (he First Car of

mm

ifllffi. and
Of

the Season

The shipper says they are the very, best
tha.t have been shipped in a. number of
'"

years

U

;

-

40

-

50

PER

GO Cents
and
DOZEN

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER

MOTIIERTOOK HER

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
A big dance for all

at F.

25.

7

LAST CHANCE

lamps at 5:2"

Over 1,000 ties on eale at 35o at
Taichert's. Air.

Thursday, December

19, 1913

DEAR MADAM
Useful Chrrstmas Gifts for
your Husband, Sweetheart or
Gentleman Friend can be. found
at our store at very low prices.

Adv.

??????

Let Us Answer the

TODAY

Question- - WhatHakes
SHE BOUGHT
PRESENTS FOR
CHILDREN WHOSE VACATION
BEGINS TOMORROW

HERE ARE A FEW OF
THEM

B. ball

Today appeared to the clerks in the
stores where the good things of the
Yuletldo season abound, remarkably
Robes,
PaJamaS Tand
like the day before Christmas. The
Night
distinct reason is that it was the last
Robes.
For Sale Cheap IS taken at once,
shopping day before Christmas that
my residence and automobile. J. p.
mother" will find in which to pur
IT WILL PAY YOU TO LOOK
Earickson. Adv.
chase gifts for her children without
OVER OUR LINE OP HOLbeting continually followed all ovfer
Just received by express Huyler's
IDAY GOODS
the city by the kids; the last school
and Liggett's candies. Murphey's Drug
day hefore the holiday recess. Store. Adv.
All over the city business was good.
The hustle of the clerks and the fuss
Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
ing, gushing purchasers made the day
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
as a whole remarkably strenuous. The
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
big sales in the department stores
were In toys and other novelties for
TV hat is the farmer
Two
saying?
Correct Garments for Men
the kiddies, while the jewelry shops
passes to Newton basketball game
and other establishments were busy.
for best answer. See Steams' win
Several ranchers from the country
dow. Adv.
made trips Into La Vegas today and
Be sure and visit
Murphey's Drug
The sweetest and purest candy I Store during the gift buying season. thereby increased the rush of busi
ness. In many a ranch house there
Adv
the city at Murphey's Drug Store.
will be a joyous; Christmas this year.
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes
liave been successful
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
.The Royal Neighbors of America Many farmers
will meet tonight in the Woodmen of this year. There are few country fam
The most elegant line of French the World hall on Sixth street, a ilies that will not have good cheer on
the feast of the nativity.
Perfumes and
Toilet Pre large attendance Is desired.
The Christmas season is either the
parations ever shown In the city at
of the year or it is the
brightest
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv,
Arrangements are pending between
the Elks' bowling team and the Junks' darkest possible. In the city those
who are unable financially to have a
Cecilio Garcia, a resident of Jtome- - team of Albuquerque for a 'game to be
Christmas celebration will be assisted
it, i.
roville, this morning applied at the nlflVOfl if Athliniinpnnn TV- .various Wad hearted people, but
"V?
court house for $6 as bounty upon the
bowlers are
favor for such
people residing in the coun
three cooytes killed recently near his of arranging is to have the local team
no such assistance can be given
try
home.
go to the Duke City and play, and
the kindness of their
later the Junks will come here. Much except through
neighbors.
Members of the barber's union this Interest is being taken in'the matter
Everybody wishes for everyone else
It is possible that a
morning announced that on Christmas at Albuquerque.
pleasant holiday, and doubtless
Eve the barber shops will remain open the game may be arranged in the near
Las Vegans will concern them
many
until. 9 o'clock, but that they will be future.
selves In the matter of providing food
closed all day Christmas.
and good cheer to those people who
cannot be happy without kindly as
The committee in charge of
the
Writing paper. Can you Imagine
sistance. The bringing of gladness
a more acceptable gift than a great Bridge street paving movement this
Into a poor home means more to the
announced
thorthat
morning
that
big beautiful box of writing paper?
than the richest of presents,
giver
is
to
be
paved from the east
and oughfare
Murphey has the most stylish
and that is the real spirit of Christ
end
of
the
to
the
Plaza.
bridge
county
best quality In the city. Adv
A new grade will be established and mas.
Chief of Police Ben Coles this morn sidewalks and guttering and curbing
Installed. The county will pay for the
ing stated that nothing further had
of the bridge while the street POTTER'S POPULARITY CONTEST
developed In the search for the thief paving
. 4G0
car
and the property owners Mary Hays
company
who has committeed four robberies in
Ethel
420
Mahoa
will
the
for
pay
paving of the street
hotels here during the ewek.
405
The property owners on Alice Kegensberg
proper.
335
A marriage license was Issued this Bridge street are greatly pleased with Nellie Wells
Leila
320
Brown
,.
themselves
as
Fede-ricthe
fathers
of
at
the
court
to
beitig
the
house
morning
Chella Van Petten
2G5
Baca, aged 19, of Las Conchas, paving movement in Greater Las Ve
Katherine Seelinger
245
and Lucia Garcia, aged 16, of Las Ve- gas.
155
Lucy Clements
gas. Parents' consent was given for
Bertie Leonard
135
each.
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
your Christmas gift problems. Adv

PRICES VER.Y REASONABLE

35

automobile
o'clock this evening.
Light

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Neckwear, White Shirts, Collar
Bags, Leather Hand Bags, Bath'

the Best Practical
Gift?

20 Per Cent Off
On Ail Doll Carts

For the Children

Doll Carts, 75c to $4.00

For the

Taichert's
Clothing Store

NAVAJO 0 tANKETS
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
A-ssortmentfine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES

ILf ELD. COMPANY-

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING
you cannot afford to use
any but the best flour
which is of course Our
Pride. Don't run the risk
of spoiling- the bread, the
pudding-- the pie, the cake.
Order a sack of Our Pride
flour
and make sure
of that part of your supplies for the feast.

v

-

,

to-da-

J?

y

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

PH,?,NC

The Finishing

Touchjor Your Christmas
Dinner

Chase & Sanborn's
Se?aJ Bra.nd Coffee

Ben Strlckfaden, Jr., this

DIDN'T HIND FISTS,

morning
applied at the court house for $2 as
BUT, Oil YOU GUN!
bounty on a coyote killed by him re
cently upon the mesa. Strlckfaden is
one of the youngest hunters in the
CLARENCE GILES IS ATTACKED
county, but evidently he is a successBY A STRANGER WITH A
ful shooter.
BAD

last
temperature
night, as stated by the volunteer ob
server at the New Mexico Normal University, was 29 degrees. This is considerably warmer than the tempera
ture at night during the past few
weeks. A warm wind blew over the
city during the entire night.

DISPOSITION

AH male members of the Christian
church are requested to be present at
meeting which will be held tomor
row evening at the Tabernacle. This
meeting is being held for the purpose
of perfecting arrangements for an entertainment to be given in honor of
thp ladies of the church on New
money.
Year's Eve.

CO. STORE

the

terday
Douglas
avenue and shipped to Springer, N.
M., where It will be used by the
Springer Times. The stock of the
Democrat is being held by George A.
Fleming of tha Investment Agency
Corporation, who has a lien on it for
rent due on the building, It la said.
Joa Joquel, who has published the
Democrat for the past few months,
will continue the paper, the printing
being done at El Independiente office on the West side.
The cause for the removal from the
office ou Douglas avenue, It is 'de- -

ADVERTISED

LETTER

LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending December 13, 1913:
O. Baca, Harry Davis, Fred Erick- son, J. A. Fuller, Jr., Mrs; George Graham, Mrs. Mamie D. Gray, John. Lar
son, Miss Jean McMenigal, Mrs. Car- leta Mares, Selee Sanchez, Miss
Sena, A. Spurlok, W. J. Syx,
Rosita Torre,. N. N. Wills, D. S.

this afternoon.

$1.50

to $15.00

Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet, a Cadillac Desk or
Library Table, or any piece of furniture in our
A

store

J,

Si

JOHN

C,

G O A L .A
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'rot Mi

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds. Vice President.
Hallot Raynolds, Ca&hier.

i

the first elections to be held in Ban
Miguel county under the new local op
tion law. '

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

It has a capital stock

of $12,000,000 and is to acquire the
present line of the New Mexico Cen
trai now running from Torrance to

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus andUndivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
svre prepa.red to give the best of service

Interest

i

1

p

1

BOUCHERS

...

'

m.

Psiisl on Time Degsemlfs

iOTSIEirS

Our Candies Are FR.ESH
TIIEBEST

WE CAN BUY

East Las Vegas, N. M, Dec, 18, 1913.

press charges on 580 pounds of Liggets Chocoo
laies from Boston, Mass.
Wells Fargo Co.
By J. D. Barnes

Kraut

Fiss, Nuts, Etc Etc.

some-

to the

country as an excuse, to

eat
EVERYBODY-BEAD-

OPEN ALL NIGHT

s h

RECEIVED from E. G. Murphey $55.10 for ex,

nrBISMARK

here.

k.

Our

EAT AT

P. S. Married men
times send their wives

i

YOU THAT

Have You Tried

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer

For Thai Satisfied Feeling

JUST TO SHOW

AS WELL AS

o

Judge David J. Leahy yesterday afternoon Issued a decree of divorce In
the case of olney vs. Olney. The defendant, Mrs. Frederick E. Olney, Jr.,
was represented In court by George
H. Hunker, who presented an answer
to the complaint, but made little ef
Woodland.
fort to fight the case. Mrs. Olney,
When calling for the above letters it is understood, Is residing In Cali
please ask for "advertised letters." fornia. Her former husband is a farm
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.
er living near Las Vegas.
Can-delar-

Chair,

'

Without It

I

A Cosy Rocking

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

NEW RAILWAY
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19. The Gulf,
New Mexico and Pacific Railway com
pany filed incorporation papers here
A

wane wanting on Grand avenue Santa Fe and extend i to Farmlngton
near the San Miguel bank about 10 on the north and Roswell on the south.
clock last night, Clarence Giles, an
employe of William Cullin's saloon,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
was approached by a strange man
about six feet tall and weighing about
WANTED Chambermaid at Las Ve200 pounds, who, uttering
several
gas hospital.
oaths, took, a long swing at Gilee'
face, evidently with the intention of
knocking him out
Giles returned the compliment, but
when-th- e
stranger produced a long
gun he took to hist heels. A report
spread about the city this morning
.
1
J
11.1
naa taiten place,
win, a uuiu-ubut)
man
tne
saia
demanded
trues,
no

Satisfaction Not Complete

THE GBAAF

Royal Rest Chair, $12.50 to $30.00

o

Giles this morning stated that' he
did not know the man and the atPreparations are being made today
knockout was a surprise to
for a big skating party at the Hot tempted ,
him. Had the stranger not produced
Springs Sunday. A number of arfto- - a gun a real fist
fight might have re
mobiles and other conveyances will
but the appearance of the
make the trip. The Ice at the can sulted,
weapon caused Giles' feet to grow so
yon Is reported as being In excellent
cold that he had to run to warm them.
a
this
and
for
doubtless
shape
sport,
When asked what the. stranger did
large delegation of skaters will be when he took
flight, Giles, who Is a
seen on the dams Sunday.
victim of .he stuttering habit, said
WAYWARD
"I-look."
stop
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado and
the
evidently
mistook
stranger
his deputy, William B. Stapp, today
sent to Rowe and Hot Springs Instruc- Giles for an enemy aud wished to set
tions and ballots to he used in the lo tle a fancied grudge. The occurrence
DEMOCRAT IS SLIPPING
was .not reported to. the police.
claredj a due to lack of support by cal
option election on December 23.
The machinery used by the Las
the democrats. Mr. Joquel. it is un
There are said to be strong factions
Democrat In the publication of derstood, will continue the paper by
working for both the wets and the drys
Its weekly paper was removed yes- himself.
in each of these places. These are
offllce on
from

Supreme

A

s
A Bissefs Carpet
Sweeper, $2.75 to $6.00

Grown-up-

1

7ZiV?

The. miinlmum

k the Home of lie Best of Everyine Eatable

Rockers from 75c to $3.50
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THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

